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The Allahabad High Court
on Wednesday rejected a

plea challenging the maintain-
ability of a suit filed by five
Hindu women seeking per-
mission for regular worship of
Shringar Gauri and other
deities in Varanasi’s Gyanvapi
mosque compound.

Justice JJ Munir dismissed
the mosque management com-
mittee’s revision petition that
contended that the suit is
barred under the Places of
Worship Act, 1991, which pro-
hibits conversion of any place
of worship and provides for the
maintenance of its religious
character as it existed on
August 15, 1947. The Anjuman
Intezamia Masjid (AIM) com-
mittee had filed the petition in
the high court against the order
of the district judge of Varanasi
in September last year that
turned down its objections on
the maintainability of the suit
filed by the five Hindu women.

The suit filed in August
2021 sought permission for
daily worship at Maa Shringar
Gauri Sthal in the Gyanvapi

complex.
The district judge had on

September 12, 2022, dismissed
the plea of AIM filed under
Order 7 Rule 11 of the Civil
Procedure Code (CPC). It had
observed that the suit by the
Hindu women was not barred
by the Places of Worship
(Special Provisions) Act, 1991,
The Wakf Act 1995, and the UP
Shri Kashi Vishwanath Temple
Act, 1983, as was being claimed
by the AIM.

The counsel for the peti-
tioner, SFA Naqvi, contended
the claim of the Hindu side that
the devotees were restrained
from worshipping Shringar
Gauri and other deities on the
outer wall of Gyanvapi in 1993
is an “artificial” claim and an
example of clever drafting.

According to him, no order
was passed by the then State
Government in writing in 1993.

He said that the aforesaid
claim has been made only to
avoid the application of the
Places of Worship Act, 1991.

He pointed out that even if
the claim of the Hindu side is
accepted, why did they not file
suit in 1993 when they were so
restrained or thereafter. Hence,
the suit filed before the
Varanasi court is illegal under
the Limitation Act which bars
the filing of any suit for decla-
ration after three years of an
incident. He claimed that
Gyanvapi is on a Waqf prop-
erty, hence in case of any griev-
ance, the claim should be made
before the Waqf Tribunal.

Continued on Page 2
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Congress leader
and former

Union Minister Ajay
Maken on
Wednesday fired a fresh salvo
at Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal claiming the AAP
convener was seeking
“enhanced powers” over
administrative services to stall
probes into corruption allega-
tions against his administra-
tion. 

“This is the statement of an
individual. What is the stand of
the Congress party on this?”
said the AAP.

Maken’s jibe came amid
Kejriwal’s bid to ramp up sup-
port from Opposition Chief
Ministers on the issue of con-
trol of services in the national
Capital. Kejriwal will meet his
Tamil Nadu and Jharkhand
counterparts MK Stalin and
Hemant Soren on Thursday
and Friday respectively. 

In a related development,
AIMIM president Asaduddin

Owaisi announced
that his party
would not support
Kejriwal as the
AAP chief follows
“real Hindutva”.

Reacting to a
query on his views on the
issue, Owaisi said that his party
would not support Kejriwal in
Rajya Sabha. Owaisi said, “Why
did Kejriwal support Narendra
Modi when Article 370 was
abrogated. Didn’t he realise
that one State was made into
three UTs. He (Kejriwal) tried
to show he is the biggest Hindu.
When Article 370 was
scrapped, he supported the
BJP. Why did Kejriwal support
the BJP on Article 370?”

As Kejriwal continues to
reach out to Opposition lead-
ers seeking support against the
Centre’s Ordinance wresting
control of “services” from the
Delhi Government, leaders
from the BJP and the Congress’
Delhi units are unanimous in
their offensive against Kejriwal
over the issue. 

Continued on Page 2
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conversation and explain to
him about what is going on. Of
course, our prime minister is
one such specimen.” 

Speaking at the ‘Mohabbat
Ki Dukaan’ event organised by
the Indian Overseas Congress
USA, Rahul said, “They can sit
with God and explain to him
what’s going on. And of course,
our prime minister is one such
specimen. If you sat Modiji
with God, he will explain to
God how the universe works
and God will get confused
about what have I created,” he
said, evoking laughter from the
audience.

With Rahul likening the
alleged targeting of Muslims in
India to what he said used to
happen to Dalits in Uttar
Pradesh in the 80s, Thakur said
he forgot to tell people that it
was the Congress that was in
power in the country and the
State then. The Congress leader
also alleged that other minori-
ties like Sikhs and Christians
besides Dalits and tribals were
also being targeted.

Attacking him for criticis-
ing the state of affairs in India
under the Modi government,
Thakur said this was not the
first time that Gandhi had
insulted India and Indianness
in his trips abroad. 

It has become a habit for
him as he does not consider
India a nation, the BJP leader
said, claiming that Gandhi had
himself said so earlier.

In a hard riposte, Senior
BJP leader and Union Minister
for Parliamentary Affairs
Pralhad Joshi claimed that the
Congress leader’s knowledge of
history did not go beyond his
family.

“It is funny how someone
who knows nothing is suddenly
an expert on everything. A
man whose knowledge of his-
tory does not go beyond his
family is talking about history,”
the senior BJP leader said.
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In poll-bound Rajasthan,
Prime Minister Narendra

Modi on Wednesday launched
his party’s month-long pan-
India campaign, “Maha
Jansampark” from Ajmer and
urged people not to be ‘misled’
by “the guarantee habit” of the
Congress which he said “is not
new but 50-years-old.”

Addressing a public rally at
Ajmer, Modi said people of
Rajasthan have suffered on
account of policies of the
Congress which is in the habit
of “tricking people”.

“Fifty years ago, the
Congress guaranteed that it will
remove poverty. But it turned
out to be their biggest betray-
al to the poor. It has been a pol-
icy of the Congress to mislead
the poor.”

“The Opposition insulted
the hard work of 60,000 labour-

ers (Shramik) and the senti-
ment of the country,” by boy-
cotting the inauguration of the
new parliament, said Modi. 

The rally marked the start
of a series of BJP public meet-
ings over a month in a major
outreach campaign as the party
completes nine years in power
at the Centre.

Modi compared the “slow
speed” of vaccination coverage
in the country under the
Congress with its speed under
the BJP Government at the
Centre. “When there was a
Congress Government, the

vaccination coverage could
reach only around 60 per cent. 

At that time, 40 out of 100
pregnant women, and chil-
dren could not receive life-sav-
ing vaccines. Had there been a
Congress Government (now),
100 per cent vaccination cov-
erage in the country would
have taken 40 more years.
Several generations would have
passed by then. Can you imag-
ine the number of poor women
and children who would have
died in the absence of life-sav-
ing vaccines?” Modi said.

Continued on Page 2
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India, under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, has trans-

formed, gaining a position in
the world order and becoming
a key driver for Asia and glob-
al growth, said Morgan Stanley.
In a report, Morgan Stanley
said significant scepticism
about India, particularly with
overseas investors, ignores the
significant changes that have
taken place in India, especial-
ly since 2014.

Rejecting criticism that
India has not delivered its
potential (despite it being the
second-fastest-growing econo-
my and among the top-per-
forming stock markets over the
past 25 years) and that equity
valuations are too rich, it said
such a view ignores the sys-

tematic reforms in the last
nine years.

“This India is different
from what it was in 2013. In a
short span of 10 years, India has
gained positions in the world
order with significant positive
consequences for the macro
and market outlook,” it said.
“India has transformed in less
than a decade.”

Listing the 10 big changes
that have happened since
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
took office in 2014, the bro-
kerage said bringing corporate
tax at par with peers and infra-
structure investment picking
pace are one of the biggest sup-
ply-side policy reforms.

Also, the rising collection
of GST — the uniform tax that
replaced more than a dozen
different Central and State

taxes — and the rising share of
digital transactions as a per-
centage of GDP indicate the
formalisation of the economy.

Transfer of subsidies to
accounts of beneficiaries, insol-
vency and bankruptcy code,
flexible inflation targeting,
focus on FDI, government sup-
port for corporate profits, a
new law for real estate sector

and MNC sentiment at multi-
year high were other significant
changes, it said.

Manufacturing and capital
spending as a percentage of
GDP has continuously risen,
Morgan Stanley said, adding
export market share is pro-
jected to more than double to
4.5 per cent by 2031.

Continued on Page 2
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India has become the first
country in the world to reg-

ulate anti-tobacco warnings
on OTT platforms with the
Union Health Ministry on
Wednesday issuing a notifica-
tion in this regard on the occa-
sion of “World No Tobacco
Day” that would be applicable
after three months.

It notified the amended
rules under the Cigarettes and
Other Tobacco Products Act,
2004, making it mandatory for
OTT platforms to display anti-
tobacco warnings as are seen in
movies screened in theatres

and TV programmes.
Soon after the issuance of

notification, Dr Poonam
Khetrapal Singh, Regional
Director, WHO South East
Asia Region, welcomed the
move saying, India has become
the first country in the world
to regulate anti-tobacco warn-
ings on OTT platforms.

Continued on Page 2
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Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi took a dig at Prime

Minister Narendra Modi on
Wednesday, describing him as
a “specimen” who thinks he
knows more than God and
alleged that the idea of India is
under attack, prompting a furi-
ous BJP to slam him as a “fake
Gandhi” who “insults” India on
the foreign soil in his bid to tar-
get Modi.

Addressing Indian
Americans in Santa Clara in the
US, the Congress leader said,
“That is the disease. We have a
group of people in India, who
are absolutely convinced that
they know everything. In fact,
they think they know even bet-
ter than God. They can sit
down with God and have a
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The Delhi Police on
Wednesday refuted reports

which claimed that there was
no adequate evidence against
BJP MP and the Wrestling
Federation of India chief Brij
Bhushan Sharan Singh, saying
the sexual harassment case
against him is under consider-
ation and the status report of
the investigation will be sub-
mitted to court. 

The Delhi Police also cor-

doned off India Gate and
barred public entry to the
memorial’s lawns on
Wednesday.

In a related development,

Delhi Commission for Women
chief Swati Maliwal on
Wednesday issued a notice to
police seeking to file a case
against a man who allegedly
revealed the identity of a minor
wrestler who has filed a sexu-
al harassment complaint
against Singh.

Earlier, official sources said
police had not found sufficient
evidence to buttress the alle-
gations levelled against Singh
by female wrestlers and that it
will submit the report within 15

days.  
As the news came out in

the media, the Delhi Police
took to Twitter saying, “It is
clarified that this news is
‘wrong’ and the investigation
into this sensitive case is under
progress with all sensitivity.”

A police spokesperson also
shared the same message with
reporters, but after nearly an
hour, the Delhi Police deleted
its tweet. The public relations
officer (PRO) also removed the
message she had shared in the

official WhatsApp group for
reporters.

Later, the police spokesper-
son shared another message in
Hindi that read, “The cases
filed by women wrestlers are
still under consideration. Status
reports are being filed before
the court regarding the inves-
tigation in the said cases. As the
cases are under investigation, it
would be against the procedure
to say anything before the
report is filed in the court.”

Continued on Page 2
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India’s economy grew 6.1 per
cent in the fourth quarter of

2022-23, pushing up the annu-
al growth rate to 7.2 per cent,
official data showed on
Wednesday.

Growth in the January-
March period was higher than
the 4.5 per cent expansion in
the previous October-
December quarter of 2022-23.

The Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) had expanded
by 4 per cent in the January-
March period of 2021-22,

according to data released by
the National Statistical Office
(NSO).

As per the data, the econ-
omy expanded 7.2 per cent in
2022-23 against a 9.1 per cent
growth in 2021-22.

The NSO in its second
advance estimate of national
accounts had pegged the coun-
try’s growth at 7 per cent for
2022-23.
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Union Home Minister Amit
Shah on Wednesday said

here that the Government is
committed to restore peace in
Manipur and ensuring an early
return of all internally dis-
placed people back to their
homes. Meeting victims from
both Meitei and Kuki commu-
nities in relief camps in the
State, he assured them of secu-
rity and said the Government’s
focus is to ensure their safe
return home.

The Centre is working on
a three-pronged approach to
bring the warring Meitei and
Kuki communities into a nar-
row common ground for last-
ing peace in trouble-torn
Manipur, sources said on
Wednesday. These include dia-
logue with the affected people,
rehabilitating those who had to
leave their homes with

enhanced security and control
over insurgents, the sources
privy to the development said.
The major task before the
Government is to build confi-
dence between the Meitei and
Kuki communities.

On his third day of a trip
to Manipur to broker peace
between warring communi-
ties, Shah visited Moreh in

Tengnoupal district, followed
by a tour to Kangpokpi district,
and had wide ranging discus-
sions with civil society organ-
isations.

Amit Shah said, “We are
committed to restoring peace
in Manipur as early as possible
and ensuring their (refugees)
return to their homes.”

Continued on Page 2
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Acourt here has criticised
the Delhi Police for serv-

ing summonses on public wit-
nesses only through WhatsApp
and referred the matter to the
deputy commissioner of police,
West district, for “appropriate
action”.

Additional Sessions Judge
Hem Raj was hearing a murder
case registered at Punjabi Bagh
police station which was at the
stage of prosecution evidence.

Noting that one of the
prosecution witnesses was
absent and did not respond to
repeated calls, the judge said
the Delhi Police Commissioner
had issued a standing order in
February last year regarding the
service of summons upon the
witnesses. The judge also noted
in another case, a letter was
received from the DCP (west)
stating there is no circular
from Delhi Police to serve the
summons on WhatsApp.

“Earlier also, this court
has noted in several cases that
the witnesses are being served
by the police officials on
WhatsApp...,” the judge said.
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From Page1
The home minister assured

people that the supply of essen-
tial items in hill areas and
helicopter services for emer-
gency needs in
Churachandpur, Moreh and
Kangpokpi will be ensured.

Speaking to media after
meeting Shah at Raj Bhavan,
Advisor of Meitei Council
Moreh Ningthoukhongjam
Pulendro Singh said “we con-
veyed to him the need for our
resettlement in Moreh and
Churachandpur.” The home
minister is believed to have
assured both a safe return
home to all interally displaced
persons as also return of those

who fled to Myanmar, though
officials said the latter may take
some time. Later, the home
minister visited a relief camp in
Imphal where the members of
the Meitei community from hill
districts were sheltering. “Our
resolve remains focused on
leading Manipur back to the
track of peace and harmony
once again at the earliest,” Shah
said.

The Union Home Minister
also held a security review
meeting with top officials from
Central and State forces in
Imphal later in the evening. He
directed them to take stern and
prompt actions against armed
miscreants and recover looted

weapons to bring back nor-
malcy at the earliest, the release
said. Earlier he had held a sim-
ilar meeting in Moreh. He was
accompanied by Home
Secretary Ajay Kumar Bhalla
and Director of the Intelligence
Bureau Tapan Kumar Deka on
the trip. 

“He met the delegation of
the hill tribal council, Kuki
Students Organisation, Kuki
Chiefs Association, Tamil
Sangam, Gorkha Samaj and
Manipuri Muslim council in
Moreh. The delegates expressed
strong support for the govern-
ment’s initiatives to restore
normalcy in state,” the home
ministry said in a statement.

From Page1
On the other hand, the

counsel representing the Hindu
women had taken the plea
that old maps showed the exis-
tence of sculptures of Hindu
deities in the Gyanvapi mosque
structure and the Hindu devo-
tees were regularly worshipping
Shringar Gauri and other
deities on the outer wall of
Gyanvapi since long.

They said it was only in
1993 that the then govern-
ment restrained regular wor-
ship and they were permitted
to worship only once a month.
Hence, the Act of 1991 is not
applicable to them. Further,
they claimed, the place in dis-
pute is not a Waqf property.
The Vishva Hindu Parishad
welcomed the Allahabad High
Court’s decision.

“The technical objections
have been negated. The suit
would now proceed on merits
and we do see success at the
end of the tunnel,” VHP
national working president
Alok Kumar said. “We hope
that now the suit will expedi-
tiously proceed towards a final
judgment,” he added 

From Page1
Modi launched the BJP’s

month-long country-wide
‘Maha Jansampark’ which
includes over 51 huge rallies,
public meetings at more than
500 places, and over 600 Press
conferences in over 500 Lok
Sabha and 4,000 Vidhan Sabha
constituencies. Around five
lakh “distinguished families”
will also be contacted in the
run-up to the 2024 Lok Sabha
polls.

In the backdrop of the
Congress winning the
Karnataka elections where it
offered five pre-poll guarantees,
Modi in his rally cautioned vot-
ers in Rajasthan not to be
swayed by the Congress’ guar-
antees. “This ‘guarantee habit’
of the Congress is not new, it
is old. 50 years ago, the
Congress gave the ‘garibi hatao’

slogan to the country. This is
the Congress party’s biggest
treachery with the poor”, said
Modi. He further said, “The
Congress’ strategy has been to
trick the poor. People of
Rajasthan have suffered due to
this. The policy of the Congress
has been to cheat the poor and
make them suffer. 

The people of Rajasthan
have also suffered a lot due to
this.” Reminding people of
nine years of his Government
at the Centre, Modi said, “Nine
years of BJP Government were
dedicated to the service of the
people of the country, good
governance and welfare of the
poor”. 

All top BJP leaders from
Rajasthan, including the fresh-
ly-inducted Law Minister
Arjun Meghwal accompanied
Modi during the rally.

From Page1
Interestingly, Kejriwal has

sought an appointment with
the Congress leadership on
the issue of the Ordinance but
his request has been kept on
hold so far.

“Will be meeting Tamil
Nadu CM Thiru @mkstalin in
Chennai tomorrow (June 1) to
seek DMK’s support against
Centre’s unconstitutional-
undemocratic ‘Anti-Delhi’
Ordinance,” he tweeted on
Wednesday. “Day after tomor-
row, on June 2, I will meet
Jharkhand Chief Minister
Hemant Soren in Ranchi. Will
seek his support against the
Ordinance promulgated by

Modi Government against the
people of Delhi,” he said in
another tweet. On the other
hand, taking to Twitter, Maken
alleged that Kejriwal’s true
motives are exposed as he
“aims to take control” over the
vigilance department and is
“challenging” decades of estab-
lished governance norms. 

“Investigations into scan-
dals like liquor-gate,
Sheeshmahal (his lavish 171-
crore residence violating MPD
2021 rules), Power Subsidy
scam, bus purchase scam, and
others will reveal the extent of
corruption within his admin-
istration. And this is what he
wants to stop,” the Congress

leader alleged.  “Kejriwal is
openly seeking enhanced pow-
ers over services, aiming to take
control over the vigilance
department and challenging
decades of established gover-
nance norms. He convenient-
ly downplays his true inten-
tions,” Maken tweeted. 

“Let’s not forget that the
powers Kejriwal seeks were
intentionally vested in the
Central Government by emi-
nent leaders like Ambedkar,
Nehru, Patel, Shastri,
Narasimha Rao, Vajpayee, and
Manmohan Singh to prevent a
multiplicity of authority in the
National Capital Territory,”
Maken said on Wednesday.

From Page1
The Delhi Police on

Wednesday also cordoned off
India Gate even though there
was no formal announcement
by the police about the decision
to bar the entry of the public. 

Early on Wednesday, the
underpass leading to the India
Gate lawns was blocked for
pedestrian visitors but vehicles
were allowed to pass on the
roads running across the lawns.
Policemen were also deployed
at different points to ensure
that people did not make their
way to the lawns. “The grass
was damaged in the recent
rains. To help the grass grow,
they needed to be left alone for

a day or two without the pub-
lic stomping it,” an officer said.
“It is also a preventive measure
by us to keep the wrestlers away
from landing up here to
protest,” he added. 

Meanwhile, taking a seri-
ous note, DCW chief tweeted,
“A man posing as the uncle of
a minor girl who had filed a
complaint against Brij Bhushan
is revealing the identity of the
girl by showing her documents
to the Press. I am giving notice
to the police. There should be
an FIR against this man under
the POCSO Act. Are they let-
ting Brij Bhushan roam free so
that the victim can be pres-
sured?”.

From Page1
“Today’s move demon-

strates India’s unstinted com-
mitment to protect the health
of people from the harmful
effects of tobacco. I commend
the country’s strong leader-
ship and all stakeholders for
this landmark step,” she said.

According to the notifica-
tion, publishers of online curat-
ed content displaying tobacco
products or their use will be
required to display anti-tobac-
co health spots each of a min-
imum of 30 seconds at the
beginning and middle of the
show.

They shall also be required
to exhibit an anti-tobacco
health warning as a prominent
static message at the bottom of
the screen when tobacco prod-

ucts or their use are displayed
during the show. Also, an
audio-visual disclaimer of a
minimum of 20 seconds on the
ill-effects of tobacco use will
also have to be displayed at the
beginning and in the middle of
the programme, the source
stated.

“The anti-tobacco health
warning message as specified in
clause(b) of sub-rule (1) shall
be legible and readable, with
font in black colour on white
background and with the warn-
ings ‘Tobacco causes cancer’ or
‘Tobacco kills’,” the notification
stated. Besides, the anti-tobac-
co health warning messages,
health spots and audio-visual
disclaimers will have to be in
the same language as used in
the online curated content.

From Page1
Also, there has been a

major shift in the consumption
basket following lower volatil-
ity in inflation and shallower
interest rate cycles.  All these
have led to a profit boom for
corporate and stock market
investors and a breakdown in
correlation with global oil
prices. “Indian stocks have
become more defensive,” it
said.

The steady increase in
manufacturing and capex as a
percentage of GDP is likely to
result in “a new cycle in man-
ufacturing and capex, as we
estimate the share of both to
rise in GDP by approximately
5ppt by 2031,” it said, adding
India’s export market share
will rise to 4.5 per cent by 2031,

nearly 2x from 2021 levels, with
broad-based gains across goods
and services exports.  “As
India’s per capita income
increases from USD 2,200 cur-
rently to about USD 5,200 by
2032, this will have major
implications for change in the
consumption basket, with an
impetus to discretionary con-
sumption,” it said. 

“We expect inflation to
remain benign and less volatile,
which would imply shallower
rate cycles. Shallower rate
cycles could also imply more
benign equity market cycles.”

On the benign trend in the
current account deficit, it said
it believes “India’s structural
transformation will feed into
the saving-investment dynam-
ics, implying gains for its exter-

nal balance sheet, with a pro-
gressively narrower trend in the
CAD.” “The share of profits in
GDP has doubled from all-time
lows hit in 2020 and are set to
rise further — maybe even
double from here — leading to
strong absolute and relative
earnings. This explains India’s
apparently rich headline equi-
ty valuations. 

Triggered by supply-side
reforms by the government, we
expect a major rise in invest-
ments, a moderation in the
CAD and an increase in cred-
it to GDP to support the com-
ing profit growth,” it said. The
brokerage saw a lower correla-
tion with oil prices as well as
with the US recession. “As
India’s reliance on global cap-
ital market flows has reduced,

the market’s sensitivity to a US
recession and US Fed rate
changes also seems to be fad-
ing. “This reflects persistent
domestic demand for stocks
and higher growth for longer.
India is trading at a premium
to long-term history, albeit
well off highs and in line with
recent history,” it said. India’s
beta to emerging markets has
fallen to 0.6: This is a conse-
quence of improved macro
stability and reduction in
dependence on global capital
market flows to fund the CAD.”

Key risks however remain
a global recession, a fragment-
ed general election outcome in
2024, a sharp rise in commod-
ity prices due to supply outages
and shortages in skilled labour
supply. 
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The Enforcement
Directorate (ED) has pro-

visionally attached 78 immov-
able properties and 16 movable
properties valued at �124 crore
belonging to various persons
and entities linked to the
Chennai-based Surana Group
of Companies in a money
laundering case linked to three
bank fraud cases involving
�3,986 crore.

Earlier, the ED had
attached properties worth
�124.95 crore. Now, the total
attachments in the case stand
at �248.98 crore.

The ED initiated money
laundering investigation on
the basis of three FIRs regis-
tered by the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI), Bengaluru
against Surana Industries
Limited and others, Surana
Power Limited and others, and
Surana Corporation Limited

and others. The ED
Investigations have revealed
that these three companies of
Surana Group have defrauded
the banks by floating a web of
shell companies wherein they
appointed its employees/ rela-
tives as directors/ proprietors/
partners, the ED said in a
statement. 

The Group indulged in
paper transactions with the
shell companies without actu-
al movement of goods and the
credit capital of the banks were
round tripped/ layered to the
personal accounts of the pro-
moters of the company by pro-
jecting the bank funds as unse-
cured loans from their associ-
ate shell companies. 

Such funds were then sub-
sequently infused in the main
Group Companies as part of
the Promoters contribution to
enhance the drawing power
limits, the agency said.”Further,
some of the diverted funds

were used to purchase mov-
able/ immovables properties in
the names of various benami
persons/ companies. 

These actions of the
Promoters/ officials of the
Surana Group led to the
accounts becoming irregular
which ultimately led to
accounts becoming NPA (non
performing asset),” it said. 

Based on the investiga-
tions conducted, Dinesh Chand
Surana, MD of Surana
Industries Limited and Surana
Power Ltd,  Vijay Raj Surana,
MD of Surana Corporation
Limited and two dummy direc-
tors of shell companies —P
Anand and  I Prabhakaran—
were arrested on July 12, 2022
and later they all were sent to
judicial custody. The agency
has already filed prosecution
complaints or chargesheet
before the Special Court,
PMLA (Prevention of Money
Laundering Act).  
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Police on Wednesday lodged
an FIR against three

Government officials, includ-
ing a food inspector, for
allegedly draining out 41 lakh
litres of water from a reser-
voir’s waste weir to retrieve a
mobile phone in
Chhattisgarh’s Kanker district
last week, while the state
administration suspended one
of them for negligence in the
latest action related to the
episode. 

The first information
report (FIR) was lodged
against food inspector Rajesh
Vishwas, Sub-Divisional
Officer of Pakhanjore RL
Dhivar and Sub-Engineer
Chhotelal Dhruv, both from
the water resources depart-
ment, at the Pakhanjore police
station based on a complaint
of nayab tehsildar (revenue
official) of the area, a police
official said.

Vishwas allegedly pumped
out and wasted water stored

in the spillway basin of the
waste weir, while the two

water resources department
(WRD) officials supported
him in his unauthorised act, he
said. 

They were booked under
sections 430 (mischief by
injury to works of irrigation or
by wrongfully diverting water)
and 34 (common intention) of
the IPC, the official said,
adding further investigation
was underway. 

Vishwas and Dhivar, who
were posted in the Pakhanjore
area of the district, have been
suspended in the matter with
the latter facing the action on
Wednesday. The food inspec-
tor was suspended last week. 

As per the FIR, the nayab
tehsildar in his complaint stat-
ed that Vishwas (33) along
with his friends had gone to
the Paralkot reservoir in
Kherketta village on May 21
for outing when his mobile
phone fell into the spillway
basin (cistern) of the dam’s
waster weir. Vishwas alleged-
ly drained out thousands litres
of water over four days to fish
out his mobile phone.

The water stored there is
used by locals for daily needs,
agriculture activities and
serves as a drinking source for
animals and birds in the sum-
mer season. Dhivar and Dhruv
cooperated with Vishwas in
the act, causing loss of water
meant for agriculture projects
and other activities, it said. 

As per officials, Vishwas
allegedly pumped out 4,104
cubic meter water — equiva-
lent to 41 lakh litres — from
the cistern of the waste weir of
the reservoir for four days
before his mobile phone was
fished out on May 25. After
the incident came to light the
next day, Kanker Collector
Priyanka Shukla sought a
report and Vishwas was sub-
sequently suspended. 

The collector had also
issued a show-cause notice to
the SDO Dhivar for allegedly
giving verbal permission to
drain out the water. Vishwas
has been asked to pay a penal-
ty of Rs 53,092 to the depart-
ment for his his act unautho-
rised. 

On Wednesday, Anurag
Pandey, special secretary
(WRD), issued the suspension
order of Dhivar, in-charge
SDO (water resources) who
was posted at Kapsi in the dis-
trict, an official said. 

As per the suspension
order, Dhivar did not take any
action in connection with the
unauthorised evacuation of
4,104 cubic meter water from
the cistern of the waste weir of
the Paralkot reservoir. Dhivar’s
act reflects lack of regular
inspection of reservoirs and
negligence in discharging duty,
it said, adding he has been
placed under suspension with
immediate effect.
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Mumbai: Shiv Sena (UBT)
leader Sanjay Raut on
Wednesday claimed some law-
makers from the Shiv Sena
headed by Maharashtra Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde were in
touch with the Uddhav
Thackeray-led party.

His remarks came a day
after an editorial in the Shiv
Sena (UBT) mouthpiece
‘Saamana’ claimed 22 MLAs
and nine MPs from rival Shiv
Sena were feeling suffocated
due to “step-motherly treat-
ment” by the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) and could quit the
group led by CM Shinde.

Asked whether lawmakers
from the rival Sena camp are in
touch with the Shiv Sena
(UBT), Raut, who is the party’s
spokesperson, told reporters
here, “Communication is
always there. They (those from
Shinde camp) ventilate their
grievance, but it is not right to

tell this publicly.  They have
made a mistake (to leave
Uddhav Thackeray) and they
have to handle it.” “Those in the
Shinde group will have to con-
test on the BJP symbol. This is
the stand of the BJP. We have
this information,” the Rajya
Sabha member further said.

Latching on to Shiv Sena
MP Gajanan Kirtikar’s remark
that his party was getting step-
motherly treatment, the edito-
rial in ‘Saamana’ on Tuesday
dubbed the Shinde group
MLAs and MPs as “hens and
cocks” imprisoned in the BJP’s
coop and added that it cannot
be said when they could be
slaughtered.  The Thackeray-
headed Shiv Sena (then undi-
vided) exited National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) in
2019 and joined hands with
Congress and Nationalist
Congress Party to form a gov-
ernment in Maharashtra. PTI
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Ignorance and excessive use of
chemical fertilisers by farm-

ers in Uttar Pradesh are posing
a significant threat to both the
soil and human health, accord-
ing to a report prepared by the
Agriculture department.

The report, based on a
survey conducted in 15 dis-
tricts, highlights the need for
creating awareness among
farmers to prevent future crises.

“The excessive use of
chemical fertilisers not only
harms the soil but also poses
risks to human health. 

The department has sub-
mitted a report to the govern-
ment, emphasising the need to
raise awareness among farmers
to prevent future troubles,”
Ashok Mitta told ‘The Pioneer’
on Wednesday. The impact of
high nitrogen levels extends
beyond the immediate health
risks. It also contributes to cli-
mate change and groundwater
pollution, affecting the envi-
ronment and overall ecosys-
tem.

The excessive use of chem-
ical fertilisers leads to nitrogen
loss through evaporation and
leaching, resulting in increased
greenhouse gas emissions and

contamination of water
sources.”The Agriculture
department’s report highlights
the need for a shift towards
more environmentally friend-
ly farming methods to mitigate
these consequences,” Mitta said.
While the government has
been promoting natural farm-
ing, farmers in the state con-
tinue to rely heavily on chem-
ical fertilisers in their quest for
higher crop yields. 

This has led to a decline in
soil fertility and an imbalance
in essential elements. The
report, presented by Joint
Director Fertilisers Dr Amit
Pathak to top officials of the
Agriculture department,
emphasises the urgent need for
action.  The survey focused on
four major crops: paddy, sug-
arcane, potato and wheat. The
nitrogen levels in these crops
were specifically examined,
with the recommended levels
being 150 in paddy, 180 in sug-
arcane and potato, and 150 per
hectare in wheat.  

However, it was found that
farmers in 15 districts were
using more nitrogen than the
prescribed standards. In dis-
tricts such as Shamli, Sambhal,
Farrukhabad, Hapur, Kannauj,
Prayagraj and Meerut, the
nitrogen levels exceeded 200.

“Excessive use of nitrogen fer-
tilisers not only hampers crop
growth but also has serious
consequences for human
health. Plants only utilise
around 30 per cent of the
applied nitrogen as urea, while
the excess is lost through evap-
oration and leaching. This
excessive nitrogen use con-
tributes to climate change and
groundwater pollution,” Dr
Pathak said.

He said urea seeping into
the ground combines with
nitrogen to form nitrosamines,
which could lead to diseases
like cancer, reduction of red
blood cells and the formation
of tumors when contaminated
water is consumed.
Furthermore, the purification
process of fertilisers such as
DAP, which is derived from
rock phosphate, introduces
heavy elements like cobalt,
cadmium and uranium into the
soil and water. 

These elements can have
adverse effects on human
health. Dr Pathak explains,
“During purification, heavy
elements such as cobalt, cad-
mium and uranium remain in
it, the use of which contami-
nates soil and water.”
Consuming crops grown in
such contaminated soil can

lead to health complications. To
address these issues, the
Agriculture department has
established soil testing labora-
tories at the tehsil and block
levels in the state. 

These labs assess the levels
of various elements in the soil,
including nitrogen, phospho-
rus, potash, sulphur, zinc and
boron. Farmers are urged to get
their soil tested to identify any
deficiencies and adjust their
fertiliser usage accordingly. Dr
Pathak recommends using
nano urea 40 days after sowing
the crop, as it requires less
quantity and provides longer-
lasting benefits.

Agriculture Production
Commissioner Manoj Kumar
Singh has directed the
Agriculture department to con-
duct similar surveys for other
crops as well. The aim is to
formulate an action plan and
raise awareness among farmers
about potential harms of exces-
sive fertiliser use. Singh empha-
sises that just because there is
no shortage of fertilisers does
not mean they should be used
beyond crop demand, as this
can have detrimental effects.
The findings of this report
underscore urgent need for a
shift towards sustainable farm-
ing practices in Uttar Pradesh. 
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PNS | Lucknow

The condition of a minor
girl was critical after she was
gang-raped in Gorakhpur. She
was admitted to the medical
college hospital and the local
police registered a case and
claimed to have detained a sus-
pect. The cops will record the
statement of the victim before
a magistrate before initiating
further legal action. 

According to reports, three
youths forcibly took a 15-year-
old girl inside a closed factory
in Kusamhi forest under
Khorabar police station in
Gorakhpur on Tuesday. 

It is alleged that the girl was
kept hostage for the whole
night and the youths raped her
one by one after which her con-
dition deteriorated due to
excessive bleeding. 

The girl was admitted to
the emergency ward of the
district hospital in a critical
condition from where she was
referred to the medical college
hospital.

The police registered a case
against Rajan Rajbhar, nephew
of the sitting gram pradhan,
and took him in custody. 
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The Delhi Police on early
Wednesday morning recre-

ated the crime scene at the spot
where a minor was brutally
stabbed to death by her
boyfriend. The accused Sahil
also accompanied the police.
Meanwhile, the Delhi Police
has asked three friends of the
Shahbad Dairy murder victim
to join the investigation.

According to police, due to
security reasons, Sahil was
taken to the crime spot at 4 am
in the morning and the police
tried to understand how he
murdered the minor. They also
asked him to explain where he
waited for her to come to the
area.  The police are still trying
to recover the murder weapon. 

Though the accused, Sahil
has admitted to the crime, he
is continuously changing his
statements, the police said.
The police have got only two
days custody of Sahil, so they
have only Wednesday to recov-
er the murder weapon. Efforts
are on to trace the weapon, the
police said. 

Sakshi was stabbed over 20
times and then bludgeoned
with a cement slab, killing her
on the spot. She was found to
have 34 injury marks on her
body and her skull was
smashed in. The accused Sahil
(20) was arrested from
Bulandshahar in Uttar Pradesh
on Monday.

The police has asked three
friends of Sakshi to join the
investigation.  A senior police
officer said three of Sakshi’s
friends — Bhawna, Ajay alias
Jhabru and Neetu — have been
asked to join the investigation
and provide the required details
in connection with the inci-
dent.

Deputy Commissioner of
Police (Outer North) Ravi
Kumar Singh said, “We have
the accused in our custody and
interrogation is underway. We
are looking at all aspects to con-

nect the links. We are working
to see all the individuals
involved in the incident. Our
team is working to recover the
weapon used in it.” Sahil
allegedly threw away the knife
used to kill Sakshi into the
bushes in Rithala. It is yet to be
recovered, he said.

Fresh CCTV footage has
emerged in which the victim is
seen walking into a street min-
utes before her murder.  Ajay
said Sakshi had complained to
him about Sahil on Saturday.
He said that  “On Saturday,
Sakshi came and said Sahil
pestered her. Me, along with
Bhawna and Sakshi, went to
meet Sahil and asked him not
to bother her. However, on
Sunday, he committed the
crime.”

“When I heard about the
incident and went to the spot,
I saw her body lying there. Her
skull was ruptured and her
intestines were hanging. I
helped the police shift the
body into the ambulance,” he
added.

Sunil Kumar, another local
who reached the spot, said he
saw several people gathered
there and Ajay was helping the
police to carry the body.  The
police are yet to recover the
weapon used to kill Sakshi.
Sahil disclosed that he threw
the knife near the metro station
at Rithala after the murder.

Sahil had planned the
murder two days before he
killed Sakshi, who had rebuffed
him in front of her friends and
refused to mend their rela-
tionship.
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The Delhi Government has
moved the Supreme Court

challenging an order of the
National Green Tribunal
(NGT) by which a high-level
committee headed by
Lieutenant Governor VK
Saxena was set up for handling
solid waste management in
the national Capital.

The AAP-led Delhi
Government, which has been at
loggerheads with the LG over
several administrative issues,
filed the appeal against the
February 16 order of the NGT,
saying its effect is to “bypass the
elected Government com-
pletely” and hand over the
power with regard to the man-
agement of solid waste to the
LG and the Central
Government which is in viola-
tion of the constitutional
scheme. Amid a lingering con-
flict between the Centre and
the AAP dispensation, the
Delhi government had filed a
separate plea a few days ago
assailing another order of the
NGT naming the LG as the
chairperson of a High-Level
Committee (HLC) on Yamuna
pollution.

The fresh plea, filed
through lawyer Shadan Farasat
on Tuesday, sought setting
aside of the final order of
February 16 passed by the
NGT, saying the Delhi gov-
ernment was “aggrieved by the
executive powers conferred on
the Lt. Governor vide the
Impugned Order over areas in
which only the elected gov-
ernment of the NCT of Delhi
enjoys competence.”

“The NGT has appointed
the Lt. Governor as the chair-
man of a committee when
there was absolutely no statu-
tory or constitutional power

conferred upon the Lt.
Governor to chair such a com-
mittee,” it said.

The panel set up by the
NGT comprises the chief sec-
retary, and secretaries of the
Irrigation, Forest and
Environment, Agriculture, and
Finance Departments of the
Delhi government.

Besides these officers, the
panel includes the Chief
Executive Officer, Delhi Jal
Board, Vice Chairman of the
Delhi Development Authority,
Secretary or his nominee in
Ministry of Agriculture,
Government of India, D. G.
Forest or his nominee, Ministry
of Environment, Forest and
Climate Change Government
of India, and some other offi-
cials.

Importantly, the order has
constituted the committee with
the LG of Delhi, a mere fig-
urehead as its chairperson, the
petition added.

“Further, the remedial steps
as suggested by the NGT such
as setting up new waste pro-
cessing facilities, augmenting
existing waste processing facil-
ities and remediation of lega-
cy waste sites are all which
require budgetary allocations

that are authorised by the Delhi
G over nment/L eg is l at ive
Assembly of the NCT of Delhi
and hence the role of the elect-
ed government becomes
extremely necessary in this
regard,” it said.

The plea said public health,
sanitation and solid waste man-
agement are referable to Entry
6 of Schedule 12, which gives
power to the local govern-
ment that is Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD),
to deal with these issues.

The plea referred to the
2018 and 2023 constitution
bench judgements of the top
court on Delhi-Centre power
row to buttress the point that
LG has no power related to
solid waste management in
the national capital.

“Under the scheme of
administration in Delhi and the
scheme of Article 239AA of the
Constitution, the LG is only a
nominal figurehead except in
areas of police, (public) order
and land ... While the Appellant
acknowledges that a coordi-
nated approach is necessary for
solid waste management..., (the
impugned order) completely
side-lines the elected govern-
ment.
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The Delhi Distribution
Companies (DISCOMS)

have submitted their petition to
the Delhi Electricity Regulatory
Commission (DERC) for tru-
ing-up till the year 2021-22 and
the Aggregate Revenue
Requirement (ARR) and Tariff
for 2023-24. 

In their true-up (reconcil-
iation of actual and estimated
accounts) petitions, the dis-
coms have shown a revenue
gap of Rs 2,906 crore. The
aggregate revenue requirement
(ARR) petitions project a
standalone revenue gap of Rs
7,817 crore. The petitions were
uploaded on the Delhi
Electricity Regulatory
Commission (DERC) website.
As mandated, the discoms sub-
mitted their ARRs — practi-
cally their annual budgets — to
the DERC on May 22.

Earlier, the DERC had
asked power distribution com-
panies and other electricity
utilities to submit their annu-
al revenue requirement (ARR)
figures by May 21 to help it ini-
tiate the procedure to deter-
mine the power tariff for the
2023-24 fiscal year. There has
been no tariff hike in Delhi
after 2014. In its last tariff order
of 2021-22, the DERC had
increased the pension sur-
charge from 5% to 7%, leading
to a marginal increase in bills,
but there was no change in the

per unit charge consumption of
electricity.

“In a tearing hurry, the sin-
gle-member DERC accepted
the petitions on May 26, 2023,
while the regulatory body is
without a Chairperson and
Member Finance, and the lone
member is set to demit office
on August 1, 2023. Most
notably, DERC choosing not to
wait for the imminent appoint-
ment of the Supreme Court
directed Regulator’s
Chairperson, which is just few
days away, has raised eyebrows
in the industry circles,” sources
said.

The True-up petitions
from the DISCOMs, which
basically reconcile projected
versus actual expenses, have
shown a substantial stand-
alone revenue gap of around Rs
2906Cr –NDMC (Rs. 252 Cr),
BRPL (Rs.1289 Cr), BYPL (Rs.
525 Cr), and TPDDL (Rs.841
Cr).  In their ARRs, the

DISCOMs have projected rev-
enue gaps for FY 2023-24 of Rs.
7817 Crore (New Delhi
Municipal Council (NDMC)
Rs 357 crore, BRPL Rs 3794
crore, BYPL Rs 1629 crore,
TPDDL Rs 2037 crore).

No official response was
available from the BSES, BSES
Rajdhani Power Limited (BRPL)
and BSES Yamuna Power
Limited (BYPL) or Tata Power
Delhi Distribution Limited
(TPDDL) over the issue.

Even in the last tariff order,
the DERC had recognised reg-
ulatory assets (revenue gap) of
over Rs 9,000 crore. Despite the
recognition, this amount has
not been ammortised (given) to
the discoms.  Even huge regu-
latory assets (revenue gaps)
consequent to the Orders of the
Supreme Court, the ATE as
well DERC are yet to be recog-
nised by the DERC.

Since there has been no
tariff increase since 2014, the

discoms have requested the
regulator to allow a cost-reflec-
tive tariff for FY 23-24 to
maintains uninterrupted and
quality power supply to the
consumers of Delhi.

“Significantly, while DERC
is mandated to consider both
truing-up and ARR petitions in
tariff calculations, it has swift-
ly overlooked considerable legal
and regulatory realities. This
has cast a shadow of doubt on
the motives of the single-mem-
ber DERC,” sources added.

Compounding the issues,
DERC has been operating with
just a single member since the
former Chairperson’s retire-
ment on January 9, 2023, and
the absence of a Member
Finance since June 2020. The
incumbent Member Technical
is also approaching retirement
on August 1, 2023. . This situ-
ation stirs up doubts regarding
the motives of the single mem-
ber DERC.

“The DERC’s hurried tar-
iff determination process con-
travenes established guidelines
and law, and the rapid imple-
mentation of the Business Plan
Regulations by the one-mem-
ber DERC appears to place an
additional interest burden on
consumers. Further concerns
arise from the curtailing of cru-
cial expenses, particularly
O&M expenses, potentially
affecting maintenance activities
and, in turn, the consumers,”
sources added.
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The BJP on Wednesday
demanded death penalty

for the Shahbad Dairy murder
accused and alleged that the
killing of the minor girl in
northwest Delhi was a case of
“love jihad”.”The killer in the
Shahbad Dairy murder case
should be hanged as soon as
possible. A special team should
be formed to deal with such
cases under the supervision of
the Lt Governor so that the
Kejriwal government’s appease-
ment policy does not affect
court trials,” BJP MP Manoj
Tiwari said.

Virendra Sachdeva, the
party’s Delhi unit chief, said
fast-track courts should be set
up and special prosecutors
appointed for cases of rape,
murder or “love jihad” as there
is already pressure on regular
prosecutors.

“Love jihad” is a term often
used by BJP leaders and right-
wing activists to allege a ploy by
Muslim men to lure Hindu
women into religious conver-
sion through marriage.  Both
Tiwari and Sachdeva demand-
ed capital punishment for the
accused, identified as Sahil
(20). He was arrested from
Bulandshahar in Uttar Pradesh
on Monday. Sakshi was stabbed

over 20 times and then blud-
geoned with a cement slab,
killing her on the spot. She was
found to have 34 injury marks
on her body and her skull was
smashed in.

Tiwari said, “The soul of
every person in the country has
been shaken by the murder of
the minor girl by Sahil Sarfaraz.
The BJP demands that the
murderer be hanged at the
earliest.”

He also alleged that the
murder was an outcome of
“love jihad” and added that it
is necessary to find out whether
any organisation is working to
promote such incidents. The
BJP MP also demanded a
transparent system for such

cases in Delhi so that the city
government’s “appeasement
policy” does not work in these
matters.

“In such serious cases, a
special team should be formed
to work under the supervision
of the Lt Governor so that jus-
tice can be done at earliest,”
Tiwari said. 

Sachdeva also demanded a
special prosecutor and claimed
there are 108 vacancies for
prosecutor roles in Delhi that
the city government has not yet
been able to fill. It is the result
of providing a special prose-
cutor that the northeast Delhi
riots cases are now showing
results and the accused are
being punished. 
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Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal has approved
an ex-gratia amount of �10 lakh for the

grieving family of the Shahbad Dairy murder
victim. This decision comes in the wake of the
Chief Minister’s announcement of financial aid
and comprehensive legal support for Sakshi’s
family, on Tuesday. Kejriwal has also vowed his
unwavering support for the family of Sakshi,
promising to stand by them in every possible

way. With the CM’s approval, the file has been
forwarded to the Lieutenant Governor (LG) for
further action.

Announcing the decision, Kejriwal tweet-
ed, “Have approved and sent the file to Hon’ble
LG for supporting the family of Sakshi with an
amount of �10 lakhs. We stand with her fami-
ly. Will support them in every possible way.”

BJP MP Hansraj Hans  also handed over a
cheque of Rs 1 lakh as a compensation to Sakshi’s
parents. 
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Delhi Lieutenant Governor
VK Saxena has approved

the transfer of land to National
Highways Authority of India
(NHAI) from Irrigation and
Flood Control Department
clearing the way forward for
construction of six lane
Highway from DND Maharani
Bagh to Junction with Jaitpur-
Pusta Road Section of NH-
148NA.  

According to a statement
from Lt Governor’s office, this
transfer of land measuring
4509 sq.mtr (1.11 acre), has
cleared the roadblock for the
construction of the six lane
Highway as a part of the ambi-
tious BharatmalaPariyojana.

This highway will serve as
a primary route for traffic flow
between Delhi, Haryana, and
Uttar Pradesh, and will
improve the connectivity of
North, East Delhi with Noida
and Ghaziabad. 

It will also connect with
major highways such as Direct
Noida-Delhi flyways, Delhi-
Meerut, Kundli-Manesar-
Palwal (KMP), NH-2 (Delhi-
Agra), Delhi Mumbai
Expressway, and Jewar airport.

“In a win-win situation, the
approval by L-G has been
granted subject to the condition

that NHAI will use the inert
and C&D waste generated in
Delhi at the location of its con-
struction and beyond, apart
from making the required pay-
ment for the land, “ reads the
statement. 

The section will feature a
cross-elevated metro railway
line in the Delhi region at four
locations. 

Additionally, a Vertical
Garden has been planned for
all piers along the stretch to
provide aesthetic and environ-
mental benefits. In  another
similar move, LG has approved
the transfer of 4235 sq.mtr of
I&FC Department land for
construction of power sub-
station at Nawada village in
Uttam Nagar, pending since
2016. 
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The National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC) has

issued a notice to the Delhi
Government and the city police
chief over a man dying after his
car fell off an unattended
under-construction stretch of
the Barapullah elevated road in
the national capital.

According to the police, the
42-year-old man died after his
car fell off the under-con-
struction flyover in east Delhi’s
Barapullah-Noida Link Road
area on May 26. Jagandeep
Singh, a resident of Krishna
Nagar in Delhi, fell 30 feet to
the ground leading to his death.

It is suspected that he got

confused with the route and
drove towards the under-con-
struction flyover, police have
said.

The NHRC, in a state-
ment on Wednesday, observed
that it is immaterial whether
there was any “contributory
negligence” by the victim while
driving. What is more serious

is that the “authorities recklessly
left an under-construction por-
tion of a busy Delhi road un-
barricaded, which is unpar-
donable”, it said.

The commission said it
has taken suo motu cogni-
sance of media reports of the
incident. Reportedly, there was
no signage regarding the ongo-
ing work at the site and some
of the barriers had been moved.

Accordingly, the NHRC
has issued notices to the chief
secretary, the secretary, the
public works department, the
Government of Delhi and the
Delhi police commissioner,
seeking a detailed report with-
in four weeks, the statement
said.
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Services were delayed for over two
hours on the Magenta Line of the

Delhi Metro due to signalling issues
on Wednesday, officials said.

The Magenta Line connects
Janakpuri West in Delhi and Botanical
Garden in Noida. The Delhi Metro
Rail Corporation (DMRC) also tweet-
ed to alert commuters regarding the
same.

“Magenta Line Update Delay in
services from Janakpuri West to
Botanical Garden. Normal service on
all other lines,” it tweeted around 8 am.

The DMRC, in a statement, said
there was an “intermittent signaling
issue” on the section between
Terminal-1 IGI Airport and Sadar
Bazar Cantonment Metro stations of

the Magenta Line due to which trains
were run at restricted speed between
these two stations from 7:59 am to
10:30 am. This resulted into bunch-
ing of trains as they crossed this small
section. During this period, services
were regulated as per a plan to min-
imise the delay and inconvenience to
passengers, officials said.

Centralised announcements were
made on frequent intervals at station
premises and inside trains to inform
the passengers. 
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The national capital will have an arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) -based traffic

system by the end of next year to reduce
congestion and facilitate faster and
smarter vehicular movement.

Speaking at ASSOCHAM seventh
road safety conference , Special
Commissioner of Police (Traffic)
Surender Singh Yadav mentioned that the
Intelligent Traffic Management System
(ITMS) would take another one or one-
and-half-years to be fully implemented
and is being done at the cost of around
Rs 1,400 crore.

Yadav, who is part of a special com-
mittee on road safety constituted by the
Supreme Court, informed that they are
working on technology initiatives to

make the traffic much more smooth in
the national capital.

“We are working on ways to see how
technology can improve the commute at
emergency corridors and emergency
services. We are also looking at how we
can improve upon our traffic control
rooms and their communication with the
ambulance networks,” he said.

ITMS is a technology that employs AI
to assess traffic in real time. When
implemented, it is likely to change the
traffic scenario in the city. Real time traf-
fic information will be passed to com-
muters. The human interface in road
management will be reduced and traffic
signals will operate automatically during
the day depending on traffic volume and
average speed on the road, the statement
said quoting Yadav.
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The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday approved a 

�1 lakh crore programme to
create a massive grain storage
capacity in the cooperative
sector to reduce crop damages
and prevent distress sales by
farmers, besides strengthening
the country’s food security.
The Government is planning to
create 700 lakh tonne of grain
storage capacity in the coop-
erative sector over the next five
years and said the move will
also help in creating job oppor-
tunities in rural India. 

Briefing media,
Information and Broadcasting
Minister Anurag Singh Thakur
said the Cabinet has approved
the “world’s largest grain stor-
age plan in the cooperative sec-
tor”. On investment, he said the
programme will start “with an
expenditure of around Rs 1
lakh crore”. As per the plan, a
godown of 2,000 tonne capac-
ity will be established in each
block. 

This will help in strength-
ening the cooperative sector, as

Primary Agricultural Credit
Societies (PACS) can diversify
into the storage of food grains.
There are 1 lakh PACS in the
country, out of which around
63,000 are functional. Thakur
said the country’s foodgrains
production is around 3,100
lakh tonne, while the storage
capacity is only 47 per cent of
the total output. 

In developed economies,
he said, the storage capacities
are higher than output. Asked
about the source of funding,
Thakur said the funds available
in Ministries of agriculture,
food processing and food and
consumer affairs would be

utilised. At present, the total
grain storage capacity in the
country is about 1,450 lakh
tonne, he said, adding that
700 lakh tonne storage capac-
ity will now be established in
the cooperative sector. This will
take the total capacity to 2,150
lakh tonne. 

On benefits, the minister
said the creation of decen-
tralised storage capacity at the
local level would reduce food
grain wastage and strengthen
the food security of the coun-
try. This would hugely reduce
the cost incurred in the trans-
portation of food grains to
procurement centres and again

transporting the stocks back
from warehouses to ration
shops, he said. 

According to an official
statement, the Cabinet
approved the Constitution and
Empowerment of an Inter-
Ministerial Committee (IMC)
for the facilitation of the
‘world’s largest grain storage
plan in Cooperative Sector’ by
the convergence of various
schemes of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Ministry of
Consumer Affairs, Food and
Public Distribution and
Ministry of Food Processing
Industries. To ensure time-
bound and uniform imple-
mentation of the plan, the
Ministry of Cooperation will
implement a pilot project in at
least 10 selected districts of dif-
ferent states/ UTs in the coun-
try. The IMC will be consti-
tuted under the Chairmanship
of the Minister of Cooperation,
with the Minister of
Agriculture, Minister of
Consumer Affairs, Food and
Public Distribution, Minister of
Food Processing Industries
and Secretaries concerned as
members.
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The Delhi High Court on
Wednesday refused to

quash a CBI case registered
against a former RAW official
for allegedly revealing secret
information in his book ‘India’s
External Intelligence- Secrets of
Research and Analysis Wing.’.
Justice Mukta Gupta dismissed
the petition by Major-General
(retired) VK Singh seeking
quashing of the case against
him under the Official Secrets
Act, and said whether the rev-
elations in the book were like-
ly to affect the sovereignty,
integrity and security of the
country was a matter of trial
and what prejudices national
security cannot be decided by
courts. 

“It would be a matter of
trial after the witnesses are
examined to see whether the
revelations by the petitioner in
his book is likely to affect the
sovereignty and integrity of

India and/or the security of the
State. In view of the discussion
aforesaid, this Court finds no
merit in the petition. Petition
and application are dismissed,”
said the court. 

The petitioner, who is a
former joint secretary of India’s
external spy agency, contend-
ed his intention to write the
book was to highlight issues of
lack of accountability and cor-
ruption in Research and
Analysis Wing (RAW) and the
allegation of revealing secrets
harmful to the country’s secu-
rity and sovereignty were total-
ly baseless and unfounded.
Singh retired from service in
June 2002 and his book was
published in June 2007. The

FIR was registered against him
in 2008. 

The court observed that
although the “entire tenor” of
the book highlighted certain
irregularities at RAW, the griev-
ance of the CBI was with
respect to the use of names of
officers, location of the places
and recommendations of the
Group of Ministers (GOM)
etc.  It noted the petitioner
reproduced the recommenda-
tions of the GOM verbatim and
that he has, in another matter,
himself said similar revela-
tions made by two other
authors and publishers
amounted to an offence under
the Official Secrets Act. 

“This Court ...Has noted
that what prejudices the
national security cannot be
decided by the courts. Even in
the present case, the recom-
mendations of the GOM,
which were deleted from pub-
lication, have been reproduced
verbatim by the petitioner,” it
stated. 
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on

Wednesday raided 25 loca-
tions in three States in con-
nection with the 2022 Popular
Front of India (PFI) Phulwari
Sharif conspiracy to radicalise
and train its cadres and mem-
bers for carrying out acts of ter-
ror and violence. 

The NIA conducted
searches at the premises of
suspects in Katihar district of
Bihar, Dakshina Kannada, and
Shimoga districts of Karnataka;
and Kasaragod, Malappuram,
Kozhikode and
Thiruvananthapuram districts
of Kerala, the NIA said.  

A slew of digital devices,
including mobile phones, hard
disk, SIM cards, pen-drives,
data cards, incriminating doc-
uments and materials related to

the banned organisation were
seized during the searches.

The agency also seized
Indian currency of the face
value of �17,50,100. So far, a
total of 85 locations have been
raided during investigations
of the case. Acting on a tip-off,
Bihar police had carried out a
raid at the rented premises of
one Athar Parvez on July 11,
2022, and had seized incrimi-
nating articles related to PFI
including  a document titled
“India 2047 Towards Rule of
Islamic India, Internal
Document: Not for circulation”.

Athar Parvej was arrested,
along with other accused, iden-
tified as Md. Jalaluddin Khan,
Arman Malick alias Imteyaz
Anwer  and Nooruddin Zangi
alias Advocate Nooruddin.

A chargesheet was filed by
NIA against these four on
January 7, 2023. 
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With rapid modernization
of the armed forces

thereby enhancing their oper-
ational readiness, Army Chief
General Manoj Pande said here
on Wednesday India stands
enabled not just for deterrence
but also to undertake robust
response if required.  It was in
apparent reference to China
and Pakistan.

Speaking at the Brahmos
User Meet, Pande said “Today
the nation is at the cusp of
transformational changes, we
are witness to the growing
stature of our country in the
international environment and
higher expectations from the
world community. Our con-
current growth and develop-
ment, and the rising aspirations
of our people, all reflect the
confident optimism of a rising
nation”

“Due to our legacy issues of
unsettled borders and related

security challenges, possession
of strategic deterrence instru-
ments in our case is essential.
And the three services of the
defence forces as users of the
Brahmos missile system, now
stand enabled to not just stand
deterrence but also to respond
robustly when required,” the
Army chief said.

Addressing the meet, IAF
chief V R Chaudhari high-
lighted the role of BrahMos
supersonic missile and said it
has galvanized India’s firepow-
er.

“As one of our most lethal
air-combat assets, the BrahMos

supersonic missile has really
galvanized the way we will
equip ourselves with precision
firepower in the coming years.
Seeing the conflicts that are
happening across the globe
the importance of precision,
long-range firepower can’t be
underscored,” he said.

Chaudhari said the
BrahMos missile has added to
the deterrence capabilities of
the IAF.  “The combination of
BrahMos on the Sukhoi Su-30
has really given us a tremen-
dous capability that has
enhanced our firepower. It has
made the deterrence value of
the IAF go up by leaps and
bounds,” he said.

The Air Force Chief also
said “As the situation unfolded
in Northern borders three years
ago, we realised that the potent
weapon can be used very effec-
tively for land attacks.” He also
said smaller versions of the
next-generation BrahMos mis-
siles are being developed for fit-
ment to other combat aircraft.
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In an effort to hone combat-readiness of its
Rafale jet fleet, IAF’s four Rafales recently car-

ried out a “strategic” mission lasting more than
six hours in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR).
The sortie was a significant demonstration of the
long range combat capabilities. The mission took
place at a time when China has significantly
increased its presence in the strategically impor-
tant Indian Ocean.  

Giving details of the mission, sources said
here on Wednesday the Rafale jets took off from
the Hasimara Air Force station in the eastern
sector, carried out the mission involving vari-
ous manoeuvres and simulated operations and
returned to the base after meeting the desired
results.

The mission by the four Rafale jets demon-
strated their operational capabilities and readi-
ness in dealing with various challenging situa-
tions, sources said but refrained from divulging
details. The IAF also tweeted about the mission.

“Four IAF Rafales flew a long range mission
for over six hours into the IOR. The aircraft
‘fought’ their way through a large force engage-
ment en route to their Weapon Release Point.
Pickle on time, weapon on target-the IAF way!”
it said. The IAF too did not divulge the day of

the operation.
The Rafale jets are India’s first major acqui-

sition of fighter planes in 23 year after the Sukhoi
jets were imported from Russia. The French
manufactured Rafale jets are capable of carry-
ing a range of potent weapons.

At present, the IAF has 36 Rafale jets with
one squadron(a squadron has 18 jets) based at
Ambala to look after the western sector includ-
ing China and Pakistan and the other squadron
in Hasimara, West Bengal to cover the entire
eastern sector facing China.

Induction process of Rafale jets started in
2020 and ended last year.  India and France inked
a government to government deal in 2016 for
acquiring 36 Rafale jets from its manufacturer
Dassault.  The deal is worth over 7 billion Euros.
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In a bid to stay cool as glob-
al warming makes their cur-

rent swimming zones hot, the
majority of fish populations in
the sea are either moving
towards colder waters nearer
the north and south poles or
deeper waters, as per a study on
the impact of climate change on
oceans.

The researchers from the
University of Glasgow in the
UK found that, in response to
ocean warming, many marine
fish populations are shifting
towards the Earth’s poles or are
moving to deeper waters.

For marine life such as fish,
the temperature of the sur-
rounding water affects critical
functions such as metabolism,
growth and reproduction.

Marine species also often
have a very narrow livable
temperature range making
even small differences in the
water impossible to cope with.
As a result, marine life changes
caused by global warming have
been up to seven-fold faster
than animal responses on land,
the researchers said.

The study, published in the
journal Global Change Biology,
examined data on 115 species
spanning all major oceanic
regions, totalling 595 marine
fish population responses to
rising sea temperatures.

“We observed a striking
trend (where) species living in
areas that are warming faster
are also showing the most
rapid shifts in their geograph-
ical distributions,” said Carolin
Dahms, lead author of the
study.

“It’s possible that the rate
of warming in some regions
may be too fast for fish to
adapt, and so relocating may be
their best coping strategy. At
the same time we see that
their ability to do so is also
impacted by other factors such
as fishing, with commercially
exploited species moving more
slowly,” Dahms said.
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Consuming an unhealthy diet is asso-
ciated with a lower quality of deep

sleep, the third stage of sleep, repairs and
restores necessary functions such as mem-
ory, muscle growth, and immunity.

Researchers at Uppsala University in
Sweden analysed how junk food affects
sleep. Healthy participants consumed an
unhealthier as well as a healthier diet in a
randomised order.

The study, recently published in the
journal Obesity, shows that after eating the
junk food, the quality of the participants’
deep sleep deteriorated, compared with
those who followed the healthier diet.

“Both poor diet and poor sleep
increase the risk of several public health
conditions,” said Jonathan Cedernaes,
Associate Professor at Uppsala University.

A total of 15 healthy normal-weight
young men participated in two sessions of
the study. Participants were first screened
for aspects such as their sleep habits, which
had to be normal and within the recom-
mended range of seven to nine hours per
night.

The participants were randomly given
both a healthier diet and an unhealthy diet.
The two diets contained the same number
of calories, adjusted to each individual’s
daily requirements.

Among other things, the unhealthier
diet contained a higher content of sugar
and saturated fat and more processed food
items. Each diet was consumed for a week,
while the participants’ sleep, activity and
meal schedules were monitored at an indi-
vidual level.

“What we saw was that the participants
slept for the same amount of time when
they consumed the two diets. This was the
case both while they were following the
diets, as well as after they had switched to
another, identical diet,” said Cedernaes.

The researchers looked at slow-wave
activity, a measure that can reflect how
restorative deep sleep is.

“Intriguingly, we saw that deep sleep
exhibited less slow-wave activity when the
participants had eaten junk food, com-
pared with consumption of healthier
food,” Cedernaes said.
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Used for smoothening wrin-
kles, correcting frown

lines, and combating the signs
of aging, now it has been found
that drugs applied for the Botox
procedure can cause paralysis,
as per a recent study by the
researchers from the University
of Queensland.

Botox is a toxin produced
by the bacterium Clostridium
botulinum. The treatment was
initially developed for eye con-
ditions such as strabismus and
as a quick remedy to relieve
migraine and chronic pain.
However, in recent years, Botox
treatment found uses in plas-

tic surgeries and gained popu-
larity in the cosmetic industry.

Although muscle paralysis
was a known side effect of
Botox treatment, earlier
research could not identify
how the neurotoxin worked to
relax muscles.

In the latest study, the
researchers evaluated how
Clostridium botulinum dam-
ages the communication
between the brain neurons,
resulting in paralysis.

“We used super-resolution
microscopy to show that a
receptor called Synaptotagmin
1 binds to two other previous-
ly known clostridial neuro-
toxin receptors to form a tiny
complex that sits on the plas-

ma membrane of neurons,”
Frederic Meunier, a lead-author
of the study, said.

“The toxin hijacks this
complex and enters the synap-
tic vesicles, which store neu-
rotransmitters critical to com-
munication between neurons.
Botox then interrupts the com-

munication between nerves
and muscle cells, causing paral-
ysis,” Meunier explained.

The discovery also opens
the potential to identify new
therapeutic targets for effective
treatments of botulism--a rare
but potentially fatal bacterial
infection caused by
Clostridium botulinum.

“Clostridial neurotoxins
are among the most potent pro-
tein toxins known to humans.
We now have a full picture of
how these toxins are internal-
ized to intoxicate neurons at
therapeutically relevant con-
centrations,” Dr. Merja Joensuu,
another co-researcher of the
study from UQ’s Queensland
Brain Institute, said.
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In an effort to commence
flight operations from the

indigenously-designed and
built aircraft carrier INS
Vikrant, the maiden landing of
MH-60R helicopter was under-
taken on Tuesday, Navy offi-
cials said here on Wednesday.

“In another milestone for
the Indian Navy, MH60R heli-
copter undertakes maiden
landing on the indigenously
designed and constructed air-
craft carrier, INS Vikrant. A
major boost to the Indian
Navy’s Anti-Submarine
Warfare and Fleet Support
capability,” a Navy statement
said.

The helicopter landing
took place days after the aircraft
carrier witnessed night landing
of MG-29 K fighter jets last
week.

Giving details of the land-
ing in pitch dark conditions
considered to be demanding,
officials had said this landing
was indicative of Navy’s impe-
tus towards ‘aatmanirbharta’.

This challenging night landing
trial also demonstrates the
resolve, skill and professional-
ism of the Vikrant crew and the
naval pilots, they added.

Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh congratulated the Navy
for undertaking a successful
night landing and said, “This
remarkable achievement is a
testimony to the skills, perse-
verance and professionalism of
the Vikrant crew and Naval
pilots. Kudos to them.”

Landing fighter jets on a
normal runway is different
compared to landing on a flight
deck of an aircraft carrier due to
the shorter length of the deck. 
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External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar will visit South

Africa and Namibia starting
Thursday.  During his three-
day visit to Capetown, he will
participate in the Brazil, Russia,
India, China and South Africa
(BRICS) conclave.

Thereafter, Jaishankar will
travel to Namibia for a visit
from June 4 to 6, according to
the Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) here on Wednesday.

Incidentally, it will be the
first visit by an Indian External
Affairs Minister to Namibia.

The BRICS brings togeth-
er five of the largest developing
countries of the world, repre-
senting 41 per cent of the
global population, 24 per cent
of the global GDP and 16 per
cent of the global trade.

Besides, Jaishankar will
also hold a bilateral meeting
with his South African coun-
terpart Naledi Pandor.
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Nepal Prime Minister Pushpa Kamal Dahal
‘Prachanda’ arrived here on Wednesday on

his first overseas visit after assuming office in
December last year. He was welcomed by
Minister of State for External Affairs Meenakashi
Lekhi at the airport. He is here on a four-day
visit to India.

“The visit will impart renewed momentum
to the close and unique India-Nepal relation-
ship,” Ministry of External Affairs (MEA)
spokesperson Arindam Bagchi tweeted.

Prachanda will hold delegation-level talks
with Modi on June , according to reports from
Kathmandu. The talks will be followed by a joint
press meet by the two Prime Ministers.  Modi
will host a luncheon in honour of his counter-
part from Nepal and his delegation.

Reports from Kathmandu said Prachanda
will hold talks with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and other leaders to further strengthen the
age-old, multifaceted and cordial ties. 

The visiting Prime Minister will address the
Indian business community and meet the
Indian President and Vice President in New
Delhi. The Prime Minister is also scheduled to
visit Ujjain and Indore, Madhya Pradesh after
completing his engagements in New Delhi.

The two Prime Ministers will remotely inau-
gurate the railway yard in Biratnagar, the
Jaynagar-Janakpur railway that has been expand-
ed up to the Bijalpura, and the integrated check
posts in Biratnagar and Nepalgunj, it said.

Prachanda would also raise long-term
power trade issues with New Delhi, hoping that
this “bottleneck” will be sorted out and ensure
that the Himalayan nation will be a favourable
market for its surplus energy.
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The Pune-based  Serum
Institute of India (SII) has

urged the Union Health
Ministry to allow in-house
testing of its Cy-Tb injection
for the detection of latent
tuberculosis, saying the testing
facility for this product is not
available in any Government
lab, official sources said on
Wednesday. A letter in this
regard was written by Prakash
Kumar Singh, Director at SII.
The Drugs Controller General
of India (DCGI) approved
market authorisation of Cy-Tb
injection on May 9, 2022, but
even after a year of approval,
Cy-Tb is not available in the
market due to the non-avail-
ability of testing facility in any
Government lab, Singh wrote.
Singh is also learnt to have
mentioned that Cy-Tb is
important for the detection of
latent TB and the Government
should allow it so that the injec-
tion can be made available in
India and the world at large.
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Famous Afghan pots, made
of aluminium and used for

cooking delicious recipes, have
now been introduced by the
Pakistan based terrorist han-
dlers to trigger powerful explo-
sions targeting security convoys
inside the Indian territory.  

On Wednesday one such
pressure cooker, made in
Afghanistan, was recovered by
the Indian troops after they
successfully foiled a major infil-
tration bid along the line of
control in Poonch. 

The IED weighed approx-
imately 10 Kgs and had mark-
ings of a local manufacturer
identified as Pir Baba, makers
of Afghan Pressure cookers. 

Indian army troops also
managed to apprehend three
terrorists after a brief exchange
of firing in which one of the
jawans also received injuries. 

According to a Jammu
based Defence Spokesman
Lieutenant-Colonel Devender
Anand, “during the intervening
night of May 30-31 a joint team
of security forces intercepted a
group of terrorists attempting
to infiltrate inside the Indian
territory taking advantage of
the bad weather conditions
and heavy rains in the region”.
Lt Col Anand said, “around
1.30 a.m when an Indian army
ambush challenged the group
of terrorists they were fired

upon. In the retaliatory firefight
terrorists received injuries. The
blood trails have been traced in
the forward area”, he added.

The Defence Spokesman
said, during the search opera-
tions in the area the security
forces apprehended three ter-
rorists with some weapons,
war like stores including one
pressure cooker IED and pack-
ets of narcotics. 

During their preliminary
interrogation the apprehended
terrorists revealed their sinis-
ter plot to target the security
forces with the help of pressure

cooker IED.  One Indian Army
soldier was injured in the ensu-
ing firing and has been evacu-
ated. Search operations are in
progress, the defence
spokesman added.

The security forces have
recovered 01x AK-56 Rifle
with balance 10 rounds in the
magazine( rest ammunition
has been fired by the terrorist
who is subsequently injured),
02 x Pistol with 02 x Magazines
and 70 rounds, 01x IED of
approx 10-12 kg, 06 x Chinese
Grenades and 20 Packets of
Narcotics.
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The Meghalaya Government
has reconstituted a com-

mittee to review the state reser-
vation policy in the backdrop
of an indefinite hunger strike
launched by the opposition
Voice of the People’s Party
(VPP) seeking changes to the
existing reservation formula, an
official said on Wednesday. 

The committee was recon-
stituted on Tuesday and will
hold a meeting with political
parties on the issue on
Wednesday, he said.

The committee will be
headed by the State Law
Minister Ampareen Lyngdoh.
A final decision on the reser-
vation policy will, however, be
taken only after Chief Minister
Conrad K Sangma holds a
meeting, his deputy
Sniawbhalang Dhar told PTI
on Wednesday. 

“The issue is sensitive and
needs to be discussed at length.
However, it should not be dis-
cussed in the streets but across
the table ... The government
will take a decision with the
best interests of the people

and the state in mind,” he said.
The VPP is raking up the
reservation issue, which does
not have the support of the
other parties, he claimed. 

The party is demanding
the review of the “outdated and
unfair” job reservation policy in
existence in the state. A hunger
strike by its president Ardent
Basaiawmoit here, on the issue
entered its ninth day on
Wednesday.

The party, which has four
MLAs in the 60-member
House, is demanding a review
of the 40:40 job reservation for
Khasi-Jaintia community and
Garos. The party claims that
the population of the Khasis
has increased and hence there
was a need for a review. The
committee invited the agitating

VPP MLAs for talks on
Wednesday, which was
promptly refused. 

Basaiawmoit said the agi-
tation will be withdrawn only
if the government expresses its
readiness to review the 1972
job reservation policy which
awarded 40 per cent of reserved
jobs to Garos, 40 per cent for
Khasi-Jaintia tribes, 5 per cent
for other tribes and 15 per cent
for general category candi-
dates. 

“Our stand was made clear
to the government. I will not
leave the venue (of the hunger
strike) till the government
agrees to review the job reser-
vation policy”, he said. Dhar
criticised Basaiawmoit’s
absence at the all-political party
meeting on Tuesday last week
which was chaired by Sangma. 

A government-instituted
committee on reservation ros-
ter had met on Monday too but
the VPP and several organisa-
tions did not attend it. Lyngdoh
said the committee will inform
the government on the need for
a discussion since there is a
demand to review the reserva-
tion policy. 
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Two workers of a sponge
iron factory in West

Bengal’s Bankura district suc-
cumbed to their burn injuries
on Wednesday, while six oth-
ers are fighting for their lives
after molten iron fell on them,
officials said.

The accident happened at
a factory in Ghutgarya in
Barjora around 9 am on
Tuesday, injuring at least 17
people, they said. Eight of
them were admitted to a private
hospital in Durgapur where
two persons died in the early
hours of Wednesday while
undergoing treatment, officials
said.

The conditions of the other
six people are also critical as
they have received over 80 per
cent burn injuries, doctors
treating them said. 
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Asserting that his govern-
ment will implement the

five poll ‘guarantees’ promised
ahead of the assembly polls,
Karnataka Chief Minister
Siddaramaiah on Wednesday
said officials have shared their
inputs on financial implica-
tions, and the cabinet will meet
on June 2 to decide on the
implementation.

The cabinet meeting was
earlier scheduled for June 1.

In view of the implemen-
tation of guarantees, the Chief
Minister today held a meeting
with all the Ministers and
senior officials of the con-
cerned departments at Vidhana
Soudha, the seat of state secre-
tariat and legislature, here.

“We had given five guar-
antees to the people, regarding
these five guarantees concerned
officials and finance depart-
ment officials have made a pre-
sentation together. All the
Ministers have seen the pre-
sentation, it has all the details
-- proposals and financial
implications of the implemen-
tation,” Siddaramaiah said.

Speaking to reporters here
after the meeting, the CM said,
“we have not discussed in
today’s meeting, discussion
and decision will be on the day
after. On Friday at 11 AM, I
have convened the cabinet
meeting, where we will discuss,
and after that our decision
will be made known to you.”

“But, the government has
taken a call to implement all the
five guarantees. It is a guaran-
tee that we will implement the
guarantees,” he added. 

The Congress had
promised to implement the
‘guarantees’ - 200 units of free
power to all households (Gruha
Jyoti), Rs 2,000 monthly assis-
tance to the woman head of
every family (Gruha Lakshmi),
10 kg of rice free to every mem-
ber of a BPL household (Anna

Bhagya), Rs 3,000 every month
for unemployed graduate youth
and Rs 1,500 for unemployed
diploma holders (both in the
age group of 18-25)
(YuvaNidhi), and free travel for
women in public transport
buses (Shakti), on the very
first day of assuming power in
the state.

There is mounting pressure
on the new government from
opposition parties and various
sections of people from across
the state, to fulfill its five guar-
antees as promised ahead of
polls.

Asked whether the five
guarantees will be implement-
ed at once or one after the
other, the CM said, “All those
things have not been decided
yet, it will be discussed and
decided in the cabinet.”

To a query about BJP’s
criticism, he said, “let BJP
(central govt) fulfill whatever
they had promised, before
questioning us. We will imple-
ment what we had promised,
we had implemented earlier
too, we will do it even now.”

Deputy Chief Minister D K
Shivakumar told media that
officials shared inputs in today’s
meeting and also gave four to
five options regarding the
implementation of the guar-
antees, and what would be the
financial impact.

“We are committed to
implementing the guarantees,
no doubts on that. Following
officials sharing their opinion
and inputs, some of us
(Ministers) have also shared
our view, and we have asked
officials to rework and present
it before the cabinet. As they
sought time, there is no cabi-
net tomorrow, it has been post-
poned by a day — to Friday. 
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on

Wednesday cracked down
once again on the newly float-
ed terrorist outfits in Jammu
and Kashmir, and seized
incriminating literature and
several digital devices. 

The searches were con-
ducted at three locations in the
Kashmir Valley at the resi-
dential premises of sympa-
thisers/cadres, hybrid terror-
ists and Over Ground Workers
(OGWs) linked with the
newly-formed offshoots and
affiliates of several proscribed

Pakistan-backed terror outfits,
such as Lashkar-e-Toiba
(LeT), Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM), Hizb-ul-Mujahideen
(HM), Al-Badr and Al-Qaeda
among others, the NIA said in
a statement here. 

“The day-long raids and
searches were conducted at
locations in Srinagar and
Budgam districts, as part of
the ongoing NIA investiga-
tions into the activities of the
recently formed terrorist
groups, including The
Resistance Front (TRF),
United Liberation Front
Jammu & Kashmir (ULFJ&K),
Mujahideen Gazwat-ul-Hind

(MGH), Jammu & Kashmir
Freedom Fighters (JKFF),
Kashmir Tigers and PAAF,”
the agency said.  As many as
51 locations have been
searched recently in connec-
tion with the terror conspira-
cy case which was registered
suo moto by NIA on June 21,
2022. 

The case relates to hatch-
ing of a conspiracy, both phys-
ical and in cyber space, and
plans by the proscribed ter-
rorist organisations to unleash
violent terrorist attacks in
Jammu and Kashmir with
sticky bombs, IEDs and small
arms.  The plans are part of a

larger conspiracy to carry out
acts of terror and violence, by
radicalising local youth and
mobilising overground work-
ers, to disturb the peace and
communal harmony of
Jammu and Kashmir.

Cadres and workers of the
newly formed outfits have
been found to be involved in
the collection and distribution
of sticky bombs/magnetic
bombs, IEDs, funds, narcotic
substances and arms/ammu-
nition, it said. Such outfits are
spreading it’s wings relating to
terror, violence and subversion
in Jammu and Kashmir, the
NIA probe has revealed.
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In a major announcement
made on the occasion of

298th birth anniversary of
queen of Malwa kingdom
Ahilyadevi Holkar,
Maharashtra Chief Minister
Shinde said here on Wednesday
that the Ahmednagar district
would be renamed ‘Ahilyadevi
Holkar Nagar’ in her memory.

Simultaneously, State
Health Minister Girish
Mahajan announced the nam-
ing of a new government med-
ical college at the NCP chief
Sharad Pawar’s home town of
Baramati in Pune district after
Ahilyadevi Holkar.

Speaking at a function
organised on the 298th birth
anniversary of Ahilyadevi
Holkar at her native village of
Chaundi that he and deputy
chief minister Devendra
Fadnavis attended, Shinde

made a formal announcement
about the re-christening of
Ahmednagar district as
Ahilyadevi Holkar Nagar’

Ahilyadevi, the Holkar
Queen of the Maratha Malwa
kingdom who is known for
building temples and ‘dhara-
mashalas’ throughout India,
was born in Chaundi in
Ahmednagar district on May
31, 1795. She ruled the Malwa
kingdom from 1767 to 1795.

Minutes after Fadnavis
expressed desire that
Ahmednagar district be
renamed as  ‘Ahilyadevi Holkar
Nagar’, Shinde said: “All of us
want Ahmednagar district be
renamed after Ahilyadevi
Holkar. Keeping that in view, I
announce that the state gov-
ernment is renaming
Ahmednagar district
‘Ahilyadevi Holkar Nagar’”
Heaping praise on Ahilyadevi
Holkar, Fadnavis said: “If

Rajamata Ahilyadevi Holkar
weren’t there, Kashi wouldn’t
have remained in a form it is
today. If she wasn’t there, we
wouldn’t have temples of Lord
Shiva. That’s why people want
Ahmednagar renamed
Ahilyanagar”. “We are the peo-
ple who chant the name of
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.
We have renamed Aurangabad
as Sambhajinagar under your
(Shinde’s) leadership, we have
renamed Osmanabad as
Dharashiv. 

The chief minister himself
is ‘mawala’ (soldier) of
Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj.
That being the case,
Ahmednagar will be renamed
asAhilyanagar,” the deputy
chief minister said. Later in his
speech, Shinde said:
“Ahilyadevi’s maiden name is
Shinde. Even I am a Shinde.
....Ahilyadevi Holkar is an
inspiration for all of us.
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Taking serious cognisance of
offensive articles published

against Savitribai Phule in two
websites, Maharashtra chief
minister Eknath Shinde on
Wednesday directed the State
chief Secretary to initiate stern
action against two websites in
question for putting out defam-
atory content against
Maharashtra’s iconic social
reformer.

The chief minister’s direc-
tive to the state chief secretary
came hours after a delegation
of the Nationalist Congress
Party (NCP) -- led by its state
president Jayant Patil and
leader of the Opposition in the
State Assembly Ajit Pawar –
met Mumbai Commissioner of
Police Vivek Phansalkar and
demanded action against the
two websites. They also

demanded that the defamato-
ry content against Savithribai
Phule be removed from the two
websites. Apart from Patil and
Pawar, the other NCP leaders
who were part of the delegation
that met the Mumbai Police
Commissioner included senior
leader Chhagan Bhujbal and
MP Sunil Tatkare. They sub-
mitted a two-page memoran-
dum to the Police
Commissioner, listing the
names of the websites and
their offensive remarks

Among other things,  the
memorandum submitted by
the NCP delegation said that a
person claiming to be some
‘Bharadwaj’ had made the scur-
rilous remarks against
Savitribai (1831-1897) who is
considered the pioneer of
women’s education from the
mid-1850s - who is revered in
the state and country.
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Bengal Opposition Leader
Suvendu Adhikari on

Wednesday demanded an
explanation from Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee
regarding some of her family
members’ suspected role in
the multi-crore recruitment
scam.

This, a day after the
Enforcement Directorate
arresting Sujay Bhadra popu-
larly known as Kalighater kaku
or the Uncle of Kalighat — con-
sidered the “biggest catch till
now.”

Bhadra’s arrest is being
considered as more important
than that of former Bengal
Education Minister and num-
ber two in the Mamata
Banerjee Cabinet Partha
Chatterjee, thanks to his alleged
close links with some of the
members of the Chief
Minister’s family.

“It has come to light that
Kaku was the CEO and a direc-
tor of the Leaps and Bounds
company of which many mem-
bers of the Banerjee family like
Amit Banerjee, Rujira Banerjee,
Lata Banerjee were directors …
as they are the closest relations
of the Chief Minister, she now
owes an explanation regarding
the scam or scams that had
been taking place in Bengal,”
Adhikari said.

Alleging that the Chief
Minister was the fountainhead
of all the scams, Adhikai said
Bhadra’s arrest had made it
clear that the Agencies had
reached till the chest level …
now you have to reach the ear
… then pull it to get to the
head,” adding, “Mamata

Banerjee is the queen of all the
evils that have been taking
place in Bengal.” Sources in the
ED said that scam money
flowed into Bhadra’s companies
via two routes: first the money
that came from cow, sand and
coal smuggling and second, the
money that came in from the
recruitment scam.  From
Bhadra it went further up.
Bhadra had earlier claimed
that TMC national general sec-
retary

Abhishek Banerjee was his
“boss” and he worked in his
company — of which Banerjee,
his wife Rujira, uncle and aunt
Amit and Lata Banerjee were
directors. Bhadra who worked
in the company since 2009 too
was a director in the company
and enjoyed the powers of the
chief executive officer, insiders
said.

Bhadra had also said that
“no power on earth can reach
up to my boss because he
never receives phone calls …
does not transact with anyone
… so all the investigation will
come and stop at my door
steps.” The ED while seeking
14-days’ remand of Bhadra
told the court that he func-
tioned as a prime link between
the State’s topmost family and
the scamsters who collected
money from all over the State
from the job-seekers.

������	���(����	���� �
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Apparently as an answer to
Trinamool Congress num-

ber two Abhishek Banerjee’s Jan
Sanyog Yatra and a measure to
give the saffron outfit an orga-
nizational fillip ahead of the
panchayat elections, the BJP
too is planning a month-long
Jan Sampark Yatra which will
be highlighted by three high-
profile meetings to be attend-
ed by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, Home Minister Amit
Shah and BJP national presi-
dent JP Nadda.  The Yatra will

continue throughout the
month of June when the top
three leaders of BJP will hold
three rallies in Bengal. “There
will be three rallies: one in
north Bengal, one in central
Bengal and one in southern
Bengal,” State BJP president
Sukanta Majumdar on
Wednesday said.

“Our party will have 1,000
micro level meetings in all the
294 mandals of the State,” said
Majumdar adding the party
would declare dates of the
three high-profile meetings
after those are confirmed from
Delhi.

Kolkata: Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on
Wednesday hit the streets against
the alleged manhandling of
wrestlers in Delhi when they
were trying to move towards
new Parliament building on
Sunday.  The new parliament
building was inaugurated by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on Sunday amid boycott by a
large number of opposition par-
ties.

Banerjee, who had on
Tuesday criticized the alleged
police attack on the wrestlers
“who had brought fame to our
country,” led a 2-km procession
from Hazra Road in south
Kolkata to Rabindra Sadan.

Players and functionaries of
Kolkata’s big three clubs —
Mohan Bagan Club, East Bengal
Club and Mohammedan
Sporting Club — took part in
the rally. Iterating that the rally
would continue on Thursday too
Banerjee said, “We are with the
wrestlers in their fight and so we
have taken out this rally which

will continue tomorrow also …
Wrestlers are the pride of our
country.” Wondering as to why
the person who had been
“accused of physical assault” on
wrestlers was not being arrest-
ed Banerjee had said on Tuesday,
that people (BJP leaders) who
were busy in Puja Paath (wor-
ship) had forgotten that such
holy activities suit only those
people who worship humanity. 

Banerjee, who has no love
lost with the BJP Government is
likely to attend the meeting of
the opposition leaders this
month in Patna. “I am with all
those parties that oppose the BJP
and will support them,” subject
to conditions of reciprocation,
Banerjee had said. PNS

New Delhi: In the backdrop of tension prevailing at the border
in Ladakh for the last more than three years, India and China on
Wednesday held the 27th Meeting of the Mechanism for
Consultation and Coordination on India-China Border affairs
(WMCC). The meeting at the diplomatic level was held here in
person, the ministry of external affairs said here. Joint Secretary
(East Asia) from MEA led the Indian Delegation. 

The Chinese delegation was led by the Director General of
Boundary and Oceanic Affairs Department of the Chinese Ministry
of Foreign Affairs. The two sides reviewed the situation along the
Line of Actual Control (LAC) in Western Sector of the India-China
border areas and discussed proposals for disengagement in remain-
ing areas in a frank and open manner. 

Restoration of peace and tranquillity will create conditions for
normalising bilateral relations. In order to achieve this objective,
in accordance with existing bilateral agreements and protocols,
they agreed to hold next (19th) round of Senior Commander's
meeting at an early date. The two sides agreed to continue dis-
cussions through military and diplomatic channels. PNS
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Baban Bhagat, from
Chand Kewari village in
Muzaffarpur district in

Bihar, works as a daily wage
labourer in the nearby town.
His meagre income barely
covers the subsistence needs
of his family, let alone the edu-
cational aspirations of his
two sons. While his elder
son's academic journey
abruptly ended after complet-
ing Class 12, his younger
son, due to lack of money, just
managed to get enrolled in
Class 12. “I have tried my best
to provide education to both
my sons, but our financial cir-
cumstances render it impos-
sible for me to bear the equiv-
alent expenses for both of
them, even for an undergrad-
uate program at an ordinary
institution," lamented Baban.
Presently, his elder son, a high
school graduate, has also
become a labourer, trapped in
the same cycle of limited
opportunities.

A recent official survey
reveals how a significant
increase in education expen-
diture in India, has placed a
substantial financial burden
on households. Particularly
for those households from
rural areas with minimal
income, educating their chil-

dren becomes a burden than
an investment, especially
when it comes to girls.
According to Pankaj Kumar,
a resident of the same village,
due to prevailing poverty,
most children can only study
up to the 10th or 12th stan-
dard. With the increase in
enrollment and examination
fees for graduation in govern-
ment colleges, dropout rates
have further aggravated.
Awadhesh Kumar Das who
works as a teacher in a private
school in Muzaffarpur,
emphasized that children
from economically disadvan-
taged backgrounds face sig-
nificant challenges when it
comes to pursuing education
in fields like engineering,
medicine, or enrolling in
coaching classes for exams
like the Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC) or
Bihar Public Service
Commission (BPSC). This
difficulty stems from the
increasing privatization of

educational institutions.
In recent times, several

reports have raised concerns
about the potential impact of
the New Education Policy on
the privatization of higher
education, leading to
increased costs that could
make education unaffordable
for many students. According
to a report, the National
Education Policy is designed
to support a neo-colonial
economic order, favouring
those from affluent back-
grounds while potentially dis-
criminating against the poor
and oppressed. Addressing
similar concerns, Devesh
Chandra, the former District
Councilor of Muzaffarpur,
expressed his apprehension
that the new education poli-
cy could make it increasing-
ly difficult for underprivileged
children to access higher edu-
cation. He emphasized the
need for a comprehensive
policy that ensures equal edu-
cational opportunities for all
individuals, regardless of their
socio-economic background.
On the other hand, Ajay
Kumar Singh, the District
Education Officer of
Muzaffarpur, reassures that
the new education policy is
designed to provide equi-

table education to everyone.
Whereas highlighting on

dropping out of girls from
higher education, Dr Shri
Bhagwan Rai, an Assistant
Professor at Babasaheb
Bhimrao Ambedkar Bihar
University, Muzaffarpur,
believes the government and
parents share equal responsi-
bility for this situation. “The
government can be held
accountable for the expensive
nature of education, as it has
become a major obstacle for
girls to pursue higher educa-
tion. Additionally, parents
cannot be absolved of their
role in perpetuating gender
disparities by treating the
education of boys and girls
differently,” the Professor
expressed. The escalating cost
of education has undoubted-
ly presented formidable chal-
lenges for individuals seeking
higher education, particular-
ly impacting girls. It is crucial
to recognize that girls are dis-
proportionately affected by
these financial barriers and
encounter significant limita-
tions in the absence of acces-
sible, free, and affordable
education.

(The writer is Charkha’s
Volunteer Trainer) 
Charkha Feature
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Nerves said many, temperament said
some, but Prannoy overcame all to final-
ly come up with trumps.

The Indian champion has, however,
continuously ranked within the top ten
in the world. From number nine, now he
is ranked seven. En route to the Malaysia
Masters title, the hero of India's 2022
Thomas Cup win had the better of All
England Champion Chinese Li Shifeng
in round 16 and almost pipped
Indonesian Christian Adinata who retired
hurt in the semis. Again big names were
scalped by Prannoy;  the only difference
this time was that he went all the way to
finish at the top. After Prakash Padukone
and Pullela Gopichand, no Indian has
been able to lift the All-England title.
Lakshya Sen came within striking dis-
tance of the crown but fell at the final hur-
dle in 2022.  

Ganapathi Bhat |Akola
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Sir — If any foreign leader touches the
feet of any Indian leader or issues any

statement in praise of him, religiously it
needs to be portrayed as the "ultimate
proof " of his "worldwide popularity and
the "impeccable stature" being enjoyed by
him in the international sphere!
However, when internationally reputed
newspapers  and journalists  speak of the
deluge of intolerance as being practised
during the "regime" of "Good Days" the
"saffron mainstream"  immediately
brands it as "colonial mindset" and "con-
spiracy" of the West !  As far as the mind-
set of "Head I win, Tail You Lose" is con-
cerned, the sycophants simply have
nopeers!

It is high time these set of hypocrites
be sternly told that mere popularity does
not necessarily bear proof of one's "great-
ness" "efficiency" or "success". Also,
utterances repeated long shrill and con-
tinuous enough do not render utter
falsehood into "truth"! 

Kajal Chatterjee | Kolkata
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Sir — Given that its warring stalwarts
namely poll-bound Rajasthan CM
Ashok Gehlot and his former deputy
Sachin Pilot have decided to put their
longstanding issues on the back burn-
er for the time being in the party's inter-
ests. After a meeting between the
Congress chief Mallikarjun Kharge and
former chief Rahul Gandhi,  also par-
ticipated by Mr Gehlot and Pilot, the lat-
ter duo said that the central leadership
will decide on the problems between
them after the upcoming significant
assembly polls in the Congress-ruled
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh are over.
This rapprochement might help the
grand old party replicate its Karnataka
landslide win in the rest of the States,
going to polls as also in next year's Lok
Sabha polls.

However, the Congress, the AAP and
the TMC being on different page vis-a-
vis The Congress' inclusion in the pro-
posed United Opposition Front driving
at taking on the BJP in the grand finale
unitedly,  the scenario seems to be going
in the BJP's favour.

Azhar A Khan | Rampur
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Sir — After the USA open title six years
ago, in the 2017 Grand Prix, India's top-
ranked men's badminton player HS
Prannoy has broken the jinx of being a
giant killer without lifting the trophy by
winning the Malaysia Masters 2023
crown. Although Prannoy has beaten
contemporary stalwarts like Viktor
Axelsen, Taufiq Hidayat, and Chen Long
to name only a few,  a big trophy consis-
tently eluded him till the win at Kuala
Lumpur. Even there, things seem to go
awry for the Indian as China's Weng
Hongyang came from behind to equalise
at 18-18 in the final set, but Prannoy
recouped to have the last laugh. All along,
after 2017, the lingering feeling was that
despite oodles of talent the 30- year-old
was mysteriously unable to click at the
right moment when it mattered most.
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PM Modi Ji also effective-
ly utilized global platforms to
showcase Indian culture, val-
ues, and ethos. 

By wearing recycled mate-
rials at the G7 and the Forum
for India–Pacific Islands
Cooperation (FIPIC), and
hosting a lunch for FIPIC
leaders featuring Indian cui-
sine and millet-based items,
PM Modi Ji showcased India's
commitment to sustainability.
Hiroshima which was the first
to face atomic bombing in the
history of mankind, today
serves as the most fitting set-
ting for commemorating the
legacy of Mahatma Gandhi
and PM Modi ji's unveiling his
bust in this historic city sym-
bolises the message of non-
violence that Gandhi ji stood
for.

Also, the release of the
timeless Tamil classic,
"Thirukkural," in the Tok Pisin
language, was an effort to
bring Indian thought and cul-
ture closer to the people of
Papua New Guinea. In his
engagements with industry
leaders, scientists, academi-
cians, and cultural icons, PM
Modi Ji positioned India as the
world's preferred investment
destination, fostering econom-
ic growth and job creation. 

Nobel Laureate Brian Paul
Schmidt, who met the PM,
highlighted India's scientific
prowess and its ability to
undertake world-class

research. “PM Modi is one of
the most visible leaders that
India has had in my lifetime.
He takes an interest in whoev-
er he talks to, whether it’s the
President of USA or someone
he meets for first time from
society. India’s ability to do
world class science has become
an order of magnitude higher,”
he told reporters after the
meeting. 

In Professor Toby Walsh’s
words, India is “absolutely
world’s most extraordinary
democracy. UPI is a wonder-
ful example of how India
can do things itself.” During
his diplomatic parleys in the
Quad, FIPIC, and G7 sum-
mits, the Prime Minister
underscored India's active
role in shaping the global
agenda and fostering collab-
orations among nations. He
interacted with over two
dozen world leaders through-
out his visits. The communi-
ty event in Sydney was
attended by around 20 thou-
sand people.

In contrast to some lead-
ers who blame others or bad-
mouth the country, PM Modi
Ji's speech singularly focussed
on the India Story, highlight-
ing its progress, achievements,
and aspirations. From Japan to
Papua New Guinea and
Australia, the newspaper head-
lines widely featured PM Modi
Ji, capturing the collective
attention and fascination of

readers everywhere. The world
today looks at India with awe
and respect. Under PM Modi
Ji's leadership, India's ascent to
becoming the 5th largest econ-
omy has been swift and
promises peace, opportunity,
development, and sustainabil-
ity. 

Opposition politicians, like
Rahul Gandhi, have devel-
oped a regrettable habit of
resorting to abuse and false-
hoods. They regularly under-
mine India's image, and our
democracy and heap insults on
our Prime Minister, our gov-
ernment and also our nation
and leave no stones unturned
to downplay India’s staggering
achievements. By this, they are
doing a huge disservice to the
nation and people will never
forgive them. 

PM Modi Ji’s leadership,
diplomacy, and vision have
strengthened international
relations, garnered admira-
tion from world leaders,
attracted investments, and
fuelled economic expansion.
Without indulging in such
petty politicking, we all must
work together for India's
progress, celebrate its growth
and development, in line with
the Prime Minister's principle
of Sabka Saath Sabka Vikas
Sabka Vishwas and Sabka
Prayas.

(The writer is MoS,
Electronics & Information

Technology, )
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In a world filled with diverse
cultures, ideologies, and
ambitions, PM Modi Ji's
engagements have gone
beyond the realm of mere

diplomacy, becoming more of a
celebration of India's global lead-
ership and cultural heritage.

The immense respect and
goodwill that the world leaders
feel for India and its leader, PM
Modi Ji is reflected in their vari-
ous extraordinary gestures—be it
President Biden seeking his auto-
graph or Prime Minister James
Marape of Papua New Guinea
showing his respect by touching
PM Modi's feet at the airport or
Australian PM Albanese referring
to PM Modi as 'The Boss',

The New Zealand Prime
Minister specially came all the
way down to Papua New Guinea
to meet our leader, demonstrat-
ing a deep appreciation for India's
leadership. All these countries
may have varying opinions on
several issues, but such heartfelt
gestures highlight PM Modi Ji's
popularity and India’s growing
stature.

Several unprecedented hon-
ours came India’s way too. The
highest awards of Papua New
Guinea (Companion of the Order
of Logohu) and Fiji (Companion
of the Order of Fiji) were con-
ferred upon PM Modi Ji, symbol-
izing his tireless efforts in cham-
pioning the unity of Pacific Island
countries and spearheading the
cause of the Global South. Papua
New Guinea's Prime Minister,
James Marape, referred to PM
Modiji as the 'leader of the Global
South'. These accolades firmly
establish PM Modi Ji's standing
as an international leader and fur-
ther enhance India's reputation
on the world stage.

At the community reception
in Australia, leaders of all hues--
the Australian PM – accompa-
nied by the Leader of the
Opposition, Foreign Minister,
former Prime Minister, and sev-
eral other ministers – walked
hand in hand with PM Modi Ji.
The illumination of the Sydney
Opera House in the colours of the
Indian flag, and the renaming of
Harris Park to Little India further
emphasize the influence of India
and its diaspora in Australia.

Great Push for Indian
Culture, Values, and Ethos. 
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(The writer is a policy
analyst)

In its decision to withdraw Rs 2000
currency notes from circulation
announced on May 19, 2023, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has
stated that they will continue to be

legal tender. The notification issued in this
regard states:- “…in pursuance of the
“Clean Note Policy” of the RBI it has been
decided to withdraw the Rs 2000 denom-
ination banknotes from circulation. The
banknotes in Rs 2000 denomination will
continue to be legal tender.”

From the above, prima facie one gets
a sense that it is not a demonetization
exercise as it happened over six years ago
when, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
declared on November 8, 2016, that Rs 500
and Rs 1000 denomination currency
notes won’t be legal tender with immedi-
ate effect.

If not demonetization then, what is?
Is it merely a “Clean Note Policy” -

as the RBI puts it? The central banks’ argu-
ment runs something like this: high
denomination notes such as Rs 2000 is
normally avoided for cash transactions.
Yet, these had to be brought in following
the note ban of 2016 to address the logis-
tics of swapping the mammoth old Rs
500/1000 notes for new currency within
a short time frame and thus minimize eco-
nomic disruption. Nearly 90 per cent of
the Rs 2000 notes valued at Rs 673,000
crore at their peak as on March 31, 2018,
were issued from November 8, 2016, to
March 31, 2017.

The intent was to phase them out after
the RBI had pumped in a sufficient stock
of lower denomination Rs 500 (albeit new)
notes to meet the transactional require-
ments of the economy.  

Already, the stock of Rs 2000 notes has
declined from Rs 673,000 crore represent-
ing 37.3 per cent of notes in circulation
on March 31, 2018, to Rs 362,000 crore
constituting only 10.8 per cent of notes in
circulation on March 31, 2023. Further,
these being at the end of their estimated

lifespan of 4 - 5 years and the stock
of Rs 500 denominations ade-
quate to meet the currency
requirement of the public, it was
logical to completely phase out the
Rs 2000 note.

The RBI circular says that
beginning May 23, 2023, the pub-
lic may deposit Rs 2,000 banknotes
into their bank accounts and or
exchange them with banknotes of
other denominations up to a limit
of ten notes of Rs 20,000 value ‘at
a time’ in banks until September
30, 2023. The facility for the
exchange will also be provided at
the 19 Regional Offices (ROs) of
RBI having Issue Departments. 

First, holders of Rs 2000 notes
get 131 days to get rid of them
which is two-and-a-half times the
time given to the holders of Rs
500/1000 notes in 2016 i.e. 52 days
to exchange them with the new
currency. Second, Rs 2000 notes
are only 10.8 per cent of the cur-
rency in circulation value-wise
(as of March 31, 2023) against old
Rs 500/1000 notes being a whop-
ping 86 per cent of the correspond-
ing figure in 2016, this time the
load on the system is much less.  

Can we simply treat this as a rou-
tine exercise?   

At a fundamental level, the
‘withdrawal’ of the Rs 2000 ban-
knotes - an exercise that the RBI
hopes will get consummated on
September 30, 2023 - doesn’t gel
with its reiteration that these notes
will remain legal tender even after
September 30. Imagine a scenario
whereby all of the Rs 2000 notes
come back to the banks by this
deadline then, any talk of whether
it will remain legal tender is irrel-
evant. Look at it from another
angle.  

If, the intention is to maintain
the legal status of the Rs 2000 note
even after September 30, 2023,
implying that it will continue to be
accepted for settlement of pay-
ments, then why would holders
come forward for exchange or
deposit in the bank account? To
understand the real intent behind
the RBI move, we need to know to
what use Rs 2000 notes worth Rs
362,000 crore (as on March 31,
2023) are being put. Do these sup-
port legitimate economic activity
or people are simply using them to
‘hoard their unaccounted income?
It can’t be the former; had it been
the case then, given the RBI issu-
ing predominantly Rs 500 notes
after March 31, 2017, Rs 2000
notes would have disappeared by
now.   

The bulk of these notes are
likely held as black money. Daily
reports of enforcement agencies
raids yielding a mountain of cash
from the premises of dubious
bureaucrats, politicians, busi-
nesspersons and so on confirm
this. Unfortunately, the measures
outlined in the RBI circular and
subsequent clarifications given by
the governor and public sector
banks (PSBs) such as the State
Bank of India (SBI) fail to address
this menace.  

The RBI allows a person to
exchange Rs 2,000 banknotes with
other denominations up to a limit
of ten notes of Rs 20,000 value ‘at
a time’ in banks. While exchang-
ing he is not required to share his
identity. This means he can visit a
branch any number of times in a
day and increase the value of
exchange. By doing say ten trips,
he can get rid of Rs 2 lakhs worth
of black money in a day. If this is
repeated for 131 days, he can dis-

pose of Rs 262 lakh.
Under such an arrangement

which doesn’t insist on the iden-
tity at the time of exchange, a per-
son holding say Rs 100 crore in Rs
2000 notes as ‘unaccounted cash’
can get this exchanged with small-
er denominations of Rs 500/100
notes by hiring a number persons
to visit branches of any number of
banks and repeat for over 4
months. With anonymity pre-
served, he could go for a less
tedious process. He could simply
conspire with the bank manager -
under a quid pro quo - to have
those Rs 100 crore exchanged. All
that the latter needs to do is to
show in records multiple entries of
Rs 20,000 each.

The circular also allows a per-
son to deposit Rs 2000 notes into
his bank account without any
limit. For deposits above a speci-
fied limit (Rs 10 lakh in a savings
account), the bank is required to
report to the income tax depart-
ment. But, the hoarder of black
cash won’t take this route when the
other option (read: exchange)
where he can remain anonymous,
is available.

To conclude, far from combat-
ing black money, the RBI operation
will only help hoarders keep it in
a safer zone by exchanging Rs 2000
notes with smaller denomination
Rs 500 notes without having to dis-
close their identity. The RBI/gov-
ernment should go for a course
correction. First, it should say
upfront that ‘from October 1,
2023, Rs 2000 note won’t be legal
tender. Second, for every exchange,
the bank should insist on a person’s
identity either PAN or Aadhaar.
Third, for depositing money in the
account, the banks should strict-
ly enforce KYC norms.  
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“Death does not dis-
criminate, but the
system does,” cried

out Rukmani Devi, a grief-
stricken relative who lost her
cousin, Nand Kushwaha, and
his son Nitesh, in a horrifying
incident that unfolded in
Bahora Ramnagar village. The
tight-knit community mourns
the loss of four lives, all victims
of the archaic and inhumane
practice of manual scavenging.
On a sombre Sunday morning,
tragedy struck as these brave
souls descended into a septic
tank, unaware of the deadly
consequences that awaited
them.

The incident occurred
under the jurisdiction of the
Nebua Naurangia police sta-
tion in the Kushinagar district
of Uttar Pradesh, a region
plagued by the persisting men-

ace of manual scavenging.
Despite numerous promises
and legislative measures to
eradicate this degrading prac-
tice, it continues to thrive,
claiming innocent lives and
shattering families.

Manual scavenging, a
practice that involves the man-
ual cleaning of septic tanks,
drains, and dry latrines, has
been banned in India since
1993 under the Employment
of Manual Scavengers and
Construction of Dry Latrines
(Prohibition) Act. However,
the law remains largely ineffec-
tive, with thousands of individ-
uals still forced into this haz-
ardous occupation due to
poverty, social discrimination,
and a lack of alternative liveli-
hood options.

Incidentally, the govern-
ment, which has introduced

several measures to prohibit
manual scavenging and reha-
bilitate those involved, does
not consider septic cleaning as
manual scavenging, despite
the National Human Rights
Commission’s (NHRC) rec-
ommendation to expand the
definition of manual scav-
engers. The incident serves as
a stark reminder of the haz-
ardous conditions faced by
manual scavengers. "Nand was
our sole breadwinner," sobbed
Rukmani Devi, her voice
heavy with grief. "We had
hoped for a brighter future for
Nitesh, but now he is gone too.
Why does no one care about
our lives?"

The tragedy that befell the
Kushwaha family is not an iso-
lated incident. According to a
report by Safai Karamchari
Andolan, an organization

fighting for the rights of san-
itation workers, there have
been over 1,800 deaths relat-
ed to manual scavenging in the
past decade alone. In four
years, between 2017-2021, 330
people lost their lives due to
"hazardous cleaning of sewer
and septic tanks" in India, as
per the data presented in Lok
Sabha in August 2022.

“Each death represents a
life cut short, dreams left
unfulfilled, and families left
devastated,” Dinesh Kanojia,
an office-bearer of Safai
Karamchari Aandolan said
and added: “We clean society's
waste, but society refuses to
acknowledge us as humans."

Despite the Prohibition of
Employment as Manual
Scavengers and the
Rehabilitation Act of 2013,
which outlawed the employ-

ment of manual scavengers
and aimed to provide rehabil-
itation measures, the imple-
mentation has been woefully
inadequate. The lack of polit-
ical will, insufficient enforce-
ment, and social apathy have
perpetuated this grave injus-
tice. The dangers of manual
scavenging extend beyond the
risk of asphyxiation and
drowning. The workers are
often exposed to toxic gases,
disease-causing pathogens,
and unsanitary conditions that
pose serious health risks. The
absence of social safety nets
and adequate welfare measures
further deepens their eco-
nomic struggles, leaving them
with limited choices.

“The persistence of man-
ual scavenging in India is a
grave violation of human
rights, as it subjects individu-

als to dehumanizing condi-
tions, health hazards, and
social exclusion,” Raghuvanshi,
a Dalit activist, said. The
tragedy in Bahora Ramnagar
village should serve as a wake-
up call for the authorities and
society at large. Immediate
action is needed to ensure jus-
tice for the victims and their
families and to put an end to
this brutal practice.

To address this grave issue,
a multi-pronged approach is
necessary. Strengthening the
implementation of existing
laws, providing alternative
employment opportunities,
investing in mechanized clean-
ing technologies, and raising
public awareness are crucial
steps toward eradicating man-
ual scavenging. Collaboration
between government bodies,
civil society organizations, and

affected communities is essen-
tial to ensure sustainable
change. "No more lives should
be lost in the depths of septic
tanks," declared Smita Yadav,
a social worker. "It is time to
break the chains of this
exploitative practice and work
towards a future where digni-
ty and equality prevail."

She said: “As the
Kushwaha family and the
entire community grieve the
loss of Nand and Nitesh, their
deaths must not be forgotten.
Their tragedy should ignite a
collective resolve to elimi-
nate manual scavenging and
create a society where every
life is valued and respected.
Let us unite in our demand
for justice and in our commit-
ment to building a future
free from this dark chapter of
human suffering.”
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Hard-fought to the end,
the debt ceiling and bud-

get cuts package is heading
toward a crucial US House
vote as President Joe Biden
and Speaker Kevin McCarthy
assemble a coalition of centrist
Democrats and Republicans to
push it to passage over fierce
blowback from conservatives
and some progressive dissent.

Biden is sending top
White House officials to meet
early Wednesday at the Capitol
to shore up support ahead of
voting. McCarthy is working
furiously to sell sceptical fel-
low Republicans, even fending

off challenges to his leadership,
in the rush to avert a potential-
ly disastrous U.S. default.

Despite deep disappoint-
ment from right-f lank
Republicans that the compro-
mise falls short of the spend-
ing cuts they demanded,
McCarthy insisted he would
have the votes needed to
ensure approval.

“We’re going to pass the
bill,” McCarthy said as he exit-
ed a lengthy Tuesday night
meeting at the Capitol.

Quick approval by the
House and later in the week
the Senate would ensure gov-
ernment checks will continue
to go out to Social Security
recipients, veterans and others
and would prevent financial
upheaval at home and abroad.

Next Monday is when the
Treasury has said the U.S.
would run short of money to
pay its debts, risking an eco-

nomically dangerous default.
The package leaves few

lawmakers fully satisfied, but
Biden and McCarthy are
counting on pulling majority
support from the political cen-
tre,  a rarity in divided
Washington, testing the lead-
ership of the Democratic pres-
ident and the Republican
speaker.

Overall, the 99-page bill
restricts spending for the next
two years, suspends the debt
ceiling into January 2025 and
changes policies, including
new work requirements for
older Americans receiving
food aid and greenlighting an
Appalachian natural gas line
that many Democrats oppose.

For more than two hours
late Tuesday as aides wheeled
in pizza at the Capitol,
McCarthy walked Republicans
through the details, fielded
questions and encouraged

them not to lose sight of the
bill’s budget savings.

The speaker faced a some-
times tough crowd. Leaders of
the hard-right House Freedom

Caucus spent the day lambast-
ing the compromise as falling
well short of the spending
cuts they demand, and they
vowed to try to halt passage by

Congress.
“This deal fails, fails com-

pletely,” Rep. Scott Perry, R-Pa.,
the chairman of the Freedom
Caucus, said earlier in the
day, flanked by others outside
the Capitol. “We will do every-
thing in our power to stop it.”

A much larger conserva-
tive faction, the Republican
Study Committee, declined to
take a position. Even rank-
and-file centrist conservatives
were unsure, leaving
McCarthy desperately hunting
for votes.

Rep. Nancy Mace, R-S.C.,
said after the “healthy debate”
late into the night she was still
a no.

Ominously, the conserva-
tives warned of potentially
trying to oust McCarthy over
the compromise.

“There’s going to be a
reckoning,” said Rep. Chip
Roy of Texas. Biden was speak-

ing directly to lawmakers,
making more than 100 one-
on-one calls, the White House
said. The nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office
said the spending restrictions
in the package would reduce
deficits by $1.5 trillion over the
decade, a top goal for the
Republicans trying to curb
the debt load.

McCarthy told lawmakers
that number was higher if the
two-year spending caps were
extended, which is no guaran-
tee. But in a surprise that
could further erode
Republican support, the GOP’s
drive to impose work require-
ments on older Americans
receiving food stamps ends up
boosting spending by $2.1 bil-
lion over the time period.

That’s because the final
deal exempted veterans and
homeless people, expanding
the food stamp rolls by 78,000

people monthly, the CBO said.
House Democratic leader

Hakeem Jeffries said it was up
to McCarthy to turn out votes
from some two-thirds of the
Republican majority, a high
bar the speaker may not be
able to reach. In the 435-
member House, 218 votes are
needed for passage.

Still, Jeffries said the
Democrats would do their
part to avoid failure.

“It is my expectation that
House Republicans would
keep their promise and deliv-
er at least 150 votes as it
relates to an agreement that
they themselves negotiated,”
Jeffries said.

“Democrats will make
sure that the country does not
default.”Liberal Democrats
decried the new work require-
ments for older Americans,
those age 50-54, in the food
aid programme.
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APakistan anti-corruption
court on Wednesday grant-

ed bail to former premier Imran
Khan until June 19 in the Al-
Qadir Trust case involving an
alleged corruption of over Rs 50
billion. Khan appeared before
the Islamabad-based account-
ability court after the high court
here earlier in the day extend-
ed the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf
(PTI) chief ’s protective bail for
three days and directed him to
seek bail from the anti-corrup-
tion court within this period.

Accountability court Judge
Muhammad Bashir, presiding
over the hearing, granted Khan
bail till June 19 against surety
bonds worth Rs 500,000.

Earlier, Khan travelled from
Lahore to the capital and first

appeared before the Islamabad
High Court (IHC) where Justice
Miangul Hasan Aurangzeb and
Justice Saman Rifat Imtiaz
granted him three-day protec-
tive bail with direction to go to
the anti-corruption court for

bail.The court had earlier on
May 17 given him bail till May
31. Khawaja Haris counsel for
Khan was present in the court
while the National
Accountability Bureau (NAB)
was represented by prosecutor

Muazaffar Abbassi in the alleged
corruption case that led to
Khan’s arrest on May 9 in the
Islamabad High Court premis-
es.

The cricketer-turned-politi-
cian’s arrest led to massive
protests across Pakistan that left
more than 10 persons dead
and thousands of PTI support-
ers behind bars.

The PTI chief was two days
later released by the Supreme
Court with the direction to
seek bail from the Islamabad
High Court. In an informal chat
with the media persons on the
occasion, Khan said the power-
ful establishment was running
the country. 

“The government and
establishment are the same
thing, the latter is running the
former,” he said, adding that
there is no choice except to hold
elections.
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Nine more members of
Imran Khan’s Pakistan

Tehreek-e-Insaf party were
arrested and handed over to
the Pakistan Army on
Wednesday to be tried under
the stringent Pakistan Army
Act over their alleged role in
the May 9 attacks on sensitive
military installations and gov-
ernment buildings.

With these arrests, the
number of PTI activists to be
tried under the Army Act
and the Official Secrets Act
has exceeded 50.

“On the orders of the anti-
terrorism courts, nine sus-
pects belonging to PTI and
involved in the attack on the
ISI buildings (in Faisalabad)

and military installations in
Multan Cantonment were
handed to the Pakistan Army
on Wednesday for their trial
under the Army Act and
Official Secrets Act,” a court
official said.

On May 9,  violent
protests erupted after paramil-
itary Rangers arrested 70-
year-old Khan, the chairman
of the Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) party from the
Islamabad High Court
premises in connection with a
corruption case. His party
workers vandalised a dozen
military installations, includ-
ing the Lahore Corps
Commander House,  the
Mianwali airbase and the ISI
building in Faisalabad in
response to Khan’s arrest.
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The US military said Tuesday
that a Chinese fighter jet

flew aggressively close to a US
reconnaissance aircraft over
the South China Sea, forcing
the American pilot to fly
through the turbulent wake.

The Chinese J-16 fighter
pilot “flew directly in front of
the nose of the RC-135,”” which
was conducting routine oper-
ations in international airspace
last Friday, US Indo-Pacific
Command said in a statement.
It called the Chinese move an
“ unnecessarily aggressive
maneuver.”

US defense leaders have
complained that China’s mili-
tary has become significantly
more aggressive over the past
five years, intercepting US air-
craft and ships in the region.
And tensions with China have
only grown in recent months
over Washington’s military sup-
port and sales of defensive
weapons to self-governing
Taiwan, China’s assertions of
sovereignty to the contested
South China Sea and its flying
of a suspected spy balloon
over the US. 

In a further sign of the ten-
sions, China said its defense
chief will not meet with US.
Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
when the two men attend a
security conference in
Singapore this coming week-
end. Austin is scheduled to
address the Shangri-La
Dialogue on Saturday, while
Chinese Defense Minister Gen.
Li Shangfu will speak at the
gathering on Sunday. 
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Beijing (AP): Beijing respond-
ed on Wednesday to complaints
from the United States about a
Chinese fighter jet’s dangerous
interception of an American
Air Force reconnaissance aircraft
in international airspace over the
South China Sea by demanding
an end to such flights.

The incident adds to mili-
tary, diplomatic and economic
tensions between the countries
over US support for self-govern-
ing Taiwan, China’s refusal to
engage in dialogue between their
armed forces and Beijing’s flying
of a suspected spy balloon over
the US.

Foreign Ministry spokesper-
son Mao Ning told reporters at
a daily briefing that China would
keep taking measures it deems
necessary to safeguard its sover-
eignty.

“The US should immediate-
ly stop these dangerous provoca-
tions,” Mao said. The US Indo-
Pacific Command called the
Chinese plane’s actions an
“unnecessarily aggressive
maneuver”, adding to complaints
that China’s military has become
significantly more aggressive
over the past five years, intercept-
ing US aircraft and ships in the
region. China says it owns the
South China Sea virtually in its
entirety, a claim not recognised
internationally and directly chal-
lenged by nations along its coast
including the Philippines,
Vietnam and Malaysia.
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Beijing (PTI): China is facing
more complex and difficult secu-
rity concerns, President Xi
Jinping has said, as he warned cit-
izens to prepare for “worst-case
and extreme scenarios,” amid
deepening tensions with the
United States and the European
Union.

Xi, who presided over a
meeting of the National Security
Commission on Tuesday, said the
complexity and severity of
national security problems faced
by the country increased dramat-
ically, the state-run Xinhua news
agency reported.

“The national security front
must build up strategic self-con-
fidence, have enough confidence
to secure victory, and be keenly
aware of its own strengths and

advantages,” he said.
The report said that it was

stressed at the meeting that “we
must be prepared for worst-case
and extreme scenarios, and be
ready to withstand the major test
of high winds, choppy waters,
and even dangerous
storms”.“More efforts must be
made to modernise our nation-
al security system and capacity,
and be prepared for actual com-
bat and in dealing with practical
problems,” it said. Documents
including “guidelines on speed-
ing up the building of risk mon-
itoring and early warning system
for national security” and “guide-
lines on strengthening extensive
public education about national
security” were deliberated and
adopted at the meeting.
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North Korea’s attempt to put
the country’s first spy

satellite into space failed
Wednesday in a setback to
leader Kim Jong Un’s push to
boost his military capabilities
as tensions with the United
States and South Korea rise.
After an unusually quick
admission of failure, North
Korea vowed to conduct a
second launch after learning
what went wrong with its rock-
et liftoff. It suggests Kim
remains determined to expand
his weapons arsenal and apply
more pressure on Washington
and Seoul while diplomacy is
stalled.

South Korea and Japan
briefly urged residents to take
shelter during the launch.

The South Korean military
said it was salvaging an object
presumed to be part of the
crashed North Korean rocket
in waters 200 kilometers (124
miles) west of the southwest-
ern island of Eocheongdo.
Later, the Defense Ministry
released photos of a white,
metal cylinder it described as
a suspected rocket part.

A satellite launch by North
Korea is a violation of
UNSecurity Council resolu-
tions that ban the country
from conducting any launch
based on ballistic technology.
Observers say North Korea’s
previous satellite launches
helped improve its long-range
missile technology. 

North Korean long-range
missile tests in recent years
demonstrated a potential range
that could reach all of the con-
tinental US, but outside experts
say the North Korea still has
some work to do to obtain
functioning nuclear missiles.

The newly developed
Chollima-1 rocket was
launched at 6:37 a.m. at the
North’s Sohae Satellite
Launching Ground in the

northwest,  carrying the
Malligyong-1 satellite. The
rocket crashed off the Korean
Peninsula’s western coast after
it lost thrust following the
separation of its first and sec-
ond stages, the North’s official
Korean Central News Agency
said. South Korea’s military
said the North Korean rocket
had “an abnormal flight”
before it fell in the water.
Japan’s Chief Cabinet Secretary
Hirokazu Matsuno told
reporters that no object was
believed to have reached space.

North Korean media said
the country’s space agency will
investigate what it calls “the
serious defects revealed” by the
launch and conduct a second
launch as soon as possible.

“It is impressive when the
North Korean regime actually
admits failure, but it would be
difficult to hide the fact of a
satellite launch failure interna-
tionally, and the regime will
likely offer a different narrative
domestically,” Leif-Eric Easley,
a professor at Ewha University
in Seoul, said. 

“This outcome also sug-
gests that Pyongyang may stage
another provocation soon, in
part to make up for today’s set-
back.” Adam Hodge, a

spokesperson at the US
National Security Council, said
in a statement that Washington
strongly condemns the North
Korean launch because it used
banned ballistic missile tech-
nology, raised tensions, and
risked destabilizing security
in the region and beyond.

The UN imposed econom-
ic sanctions on North Korea
over its previous satellite and
ballistic missile launches, but
has not responded to recent
tests because China and Russia,
permanent council members
now locked in confrontations
with the US, have blocked
attempts to toughen sanctions.

Seoul’s military said it
boosted military readiness in
coordination with the United
States, and Japan said it pre-
pared to respond to any emer-
gency. 

The US said it will take all
necessary measures to ensure
the security of the American
homeland and the defense of
South Korea and Japan.

South Korea’s capital,
Seoul, issued alerts over pub-
lic loudspeakers and cellphone
text messages telling residents
to prepare for evacuation after
the launch was detected, and
Japan activated a missile warn-

ing system for Okinawa prefec-
ture in southwestern Japan, in
the rocket’s suspected path.

“Please evacuate into
buildings or underground,”
the Japanese alert said.

Japanese Defense Minister
Yasukazu Hamada said Japan
plans to keep missile defense
systems deployed to its south-
ern islands and in southwest-
ern waters until June 11, which
is the end of North Korea’s
announced launch window.

KCNA didn’t provide
details of the rocket and the
satellite beyond their names.
But experts earlier said North
Korea would likely use a liq-
uid-fuelled rocket as most of its
previously tested long-range
rockets and missiles have done.

Though it plans a fuller
investigation, the North’s
National Aerospace
Development Administration
attributed the failure to “the
low reliability and stability of
the new-type engine system
applied to (the) carrier rocket”
and “the unstable character of
the fuel,” according to KCNA.

On Tuesday, Ri Pyong
Chol, a top North Korean offi-
cial, said the North needed a
space-based reconnaissance
system to counter escalating
security threats from South
Korea and the United States.
However, the spy satellite dis-
closed in the country’s state-
run media earlier didn’t appear
to be sophisticated enough to
produce high-resolution
imagery. Some outside experts
said it may still be able to
detect troop movements and
large targets such as warships
and warplanes.Recent com-
mercial satellite imagery of
the North’s Sohae launch cen-
ter showed active construction
indicating North Korea plans
to launch more than one satel-
lite. In his Tuesday statement,
Ri also said North Korea would
test “various reconnaissance
means” to monitor moves by

the United States and its allies
in real time. With three to five
spy satellites, North Korea
could build a space-based sur-
veillance system that allows it
to monitor the Korean
Peninsula in near real-time,
according to Lee Choon Geun,
an honorary research fellow at
South Korea’s Science and
Technology Policy Institute.

The satellite is one of sev-
eral high-tech weapons sys-
tems that Kim has publicly
vowed to introduce. Other
weapons on his wish list
include a multi-warhead mis-
sile, a nuclear submarine, a
solid-propellant intercontinen-
tal ballistic missile and a hyper-
sonic missile. 

In his visit to the space
agency in mid-May, Kim
emphasized the strategic sig-
nificance of a spy satellite in
North Korea’s standoff with the
United States and South Korea.

Easley, the professor, said
Kim has likely increased pres-
sure on his scientists and engi-
neers to launch the spy satel-
lite as rival South Korea suc-
cessfully launched its first com-
mercial-grade satellite aboard
the domestically-built Nuri
rocket earlier this month.

South Korea is expected to
launch its first spy satellite later
this year, and analysts say Kim
likely wants his country to
launch its spy satellite before
the South to reinforce his mil-
itary credentials at home. After
repeated failures, North Korea
successfully put its first satel-
lite into orbit in 2012, and the
second one in 2016. 

The government said both
are Earth-observation satel-
lites launched under its peace-
ful space development pro-
gram, but many foreign experts
believed both were developed
to spy on rivals.Observers say
there has been no evidence that
the satellites have ever transmit-
ted imagery back to North
Korea. 
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AUS military aid package for
Ukraine that is expected to

be announced this week will
total up to USD 300 million
and will include additional
munitions for drones, US offi-
cials said on Tuesday. The
drone ammunition comes after
new attacks by unmanned air-
craft targeted Moscow.

There has been no sugges-
tion that US-made drones or
munitions were used in the
recent attacks on Moscow, and
US officials have repeatedly
said that Ukraine has agreed
not to use any American-pro-
vided weapons for attacks on
Russian soil. The Kremlin
blamed Kyiv for Tuesday’s
attack, but Ukrainian officials
had no direct comment.

But the new aid package
comes at a tense moment in the
war. The latest drone attack on
Moscow follows Russia’s seizure
of the eastern Ukrainian city
Bakhmut after a nine-month
battle that killed tens of thou-
sands of people. Ukraine is also
showing signs that its long-
awaited spring counteroffensive
may already be underway.

The Russian Defence
Ministry said five drones were
shot down in Moscow and the
systems of three others were
jammed, causing them to veer
off course. President Vladimir
Putin called it a “terrorist” act
by Kyiv. A US defence official
said the drone strikes would
not affect the weapons aid

packages the US is providing
Ukraine, to include drone
ammunition. The official said
the US has committed to sup-
porting Ukraine in its effort to
defend the country and
Ukraine had committed to not
using the systems inside Russia,
so the aid would likely contin-
ue unchanged.

All of the US officials spoke
on the condition of anonymi-
ty because the latest aid pack-
age has not yet been publicly
announced.

US officials did not provide
details on the drone munitions
in the new aid package or
specify which unmanned air-
craft would use them. The
Defense Department has given
Ukraine a variety of unmanned
aircraft over the last year, for
both surveillance and attacks,
including at least two versions
of the Switchblade, a so-called
kamikaze drone that can loiter
in the air and then explode into
a target. Other more sophisti-
cated drones can drop muni-
tions, but the US has been
reluctant to publicly share
details about those. Also
included in the newest package
will be munitions for Patriot
missile batteries and the High
Mobility Artillery Rocket
System (HIMARS), Stinger
missiles for the Avenger system,
mine-clearing equipment, anti-
armour rounds, unguided Zuni
aircraft rockets, night vision
goggles, and about 30 million
rounds of small arms ammuni-
tion, said the US officials.
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United Nations (AP): The UN
nuclear chief stressed Tuesday
that the world is fortunate a
nuclear accident hasn’t hap-
pened in Ukraine and asked
Moscow and Kyiv to commit to
preventing any attack on
Europe’s largest nuclear power
plant and make other pledges
“to avoid the danger of a cata-
strophic incident.”

Rafael Grossi reiterated to
the UN Security Council what
he told the International
Atomic Energy Agency’s board
of governors in March: “We are
rolling a dice and if this contin-
ues then one day our luck will
run out.”

The IAEA director gener-
al said avoiding a nuclear acci-
dent is possible if five principles
are observed at the
Zaporizhzhia nuclear power
plant, where fighting on seven
occasions, most recently last
week, disrupted critical power
supplies, “the last line of
defense against a nuclear acci-
dent.”

Grossi “respectfully and
solemnly” asked Ukraine and
Russia to observe the princi-
ples, saying IAEA experts at
Zaporizhzhia will start moni-
toring and he will publicly
report on any violations:

Ban attacks from or against
the plant, especially targeting
reactors and spent fuel storage
areas. Ban the storage of heavy
weapons or presence of mili-
tary personnel that could be
used for an attack.
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The UK government hailed
an era of cheaper

Australian wine and New
Zealand kiwi fruit as free-
trade agreements with the
two Southern Hemisphere
nations took effect on
Wednesday.

UK Business and Trade
Secretary Kemi Badenoch
said that the start of the first
all-new trade deals that
Britain has struck since it left
the European Union marked
“a historic moment”.

Economists, however,
said the economic effect
would be limited. Trade
expert David Henig called the
new deals “a bit of a nothing-
burger”.

The agreements remove
tariffs on most goods, stream-
line some regulations and
make it easier for Britons to
work Down Under, and for
Aussies and Kiwis to work in
the UK.

Britain marked the occa-
sion by sending the
Australian and New Zealand
governments care packages of
products it hopes will get an
export boost, including Welsh
whiskey, English gin, leather
bags from the Cambridge
Satchel Co. and Beano, a
kids’ comic book.The UK
says the deals will boost bilat-

eral trade by 53 per cent
with Australia and 59 per cent
with New Zealand, though
the overall volumes are rela-
tively modest: Australia
accounts for 0.9 per cent of
UK trade, and New Zealand
for 0.2 per cent.

Henig, director of the
UK Trade Policy Project at
the European Centre for
International Political
Economy, said that the deals
“could make bits and pieces of
difference. For individual
companies it can make a dif-
ference”. 

But, he said, “the likeliest
outcome is very litt le
changes”. Many economists
say no amount of new trade
deals will make up for the
economic hit of leaving the
EU, which before Brexit
accounted for about half of all
UK trade.Britain’s exit erect-
ed new trade barriers with the
bloc, an economic behemoth
of 27 countries and 500 mil-
lion people.Britain’s indepen-
dent Office for Budget
Responsibility estimates
Brexit knocked 4 per cent off
UK gross domestic product. 

The new deals together
are expected to bring an esti-
mated boost to GDP of about
0.1 per cent by 2035. Some
former UK government offi-
cials also say the deals are
skewed towards Australia and
New Zealand. 
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Helsinki (AP): Latvian law-
makers on Wednesday picked
the country’s long-serving and
popular foreign minister, a
strong backer of Ukraine, as its
new head of state in a tight
vote. The 100-seat Saeima leg-
islature elected Edgars
Rinkevics, the country’s top
diplomat since 2011, as
president to serve for a
four-year term.

He received 52
votes, one vote more
than required to win the
race. Incumbent Egils
Levits, Latvia’s head of
state since 2019, didn’t
seek reelection.Rinkevics, who
announced in 2014 that he is
“proudly” homosexual. will be
the first openly gay president in
the Baltic nations — all former
Soviet republics where atti-
tudes to sexual minorities have

been less tolerant than in west-
ern Europe.

His closest rival, business-
man Uldis Pilens, got 25 votes
in the third round of voting
between the two remaining
contenders after the third can-
didate, Elina Pinto, had
dropped out of the contest.

Rinkevics, 49, served
— among other posts
— as a state secretary
with the defense min-
istry and worked as a
journalist with
Latvian Radio in the
1990s. 

As foreign minis-
ter, he has enjoyed high pop-
ularity among Latvians due to
his hard stance toward neigh-
bouring Russia and his unwa-
vering support for Ukraine
that is under assault from
Moscow.
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The Centre’s fiscal deficit
narrowed to 6.4 per cent of

the GDP in 2022-23 from 6.71
per cent in FY22, as anticipat-
ed by Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman in her
Budget in February this year.

In the Union Budget, the
government aimed to further
bring down the fiscal deficit -
- a key indicator of borrowing
-- during the current financial
year 2023-24 to 5.9 per cent of
the gross domestic product
(GDP).

Unveiling the revenue-
expenditure data of the Union
government for 2022-23, the
Controller General of Accounts
(CGA) said the fiscal deficit in
absolute terms was Rs
17,33,131 crore (provisional),
marginally down from the
amount projected in the
Revised Estimates (RE) in the
Budget.

CGA said the government
received Rs 24.56 lakh crore
(101 per cent of corresponding
RE 2022-23 of total receipts)
during 2022-23.

It comprised Rs 20.97 lakh

crore tax revenue (Net to
Centre), Rs 2.86 lakh crore of
non-tax revenue and Rs 72,187
crore of non-debt capital
receipts. 

Non-debt capital receipts
consist of the recovery of loans

and miscellaneous capital
receipts. 

About Rs 9.48 lakh crore
has been transferred to state
governments as devolution of
taxes by the central govern-
ment, which is Rs 50,015 crore
higher than the previous year
(2021-22).

The CGA data further
revealed that the Centre’s total
expenditure was Rs 41.89 crore
(100 per cent of corresponding
RE 2022-23), out of which Rs
34.52 lakh crore was on the
revenue account and Rs 7.36
lakh crore on the capital

account. 
Out of the total revenue

expenditure, Rs 9.28 lakh crore
was on account of interest pay-
ments and Rs 5.31 lakh crore
towards major subsidies. 

As per CGA, the revenue
deficit for the fiscal ending
March 2023 was 3.9 per cent of
GDP while the effective rev-
enue deficit worked out to be
2.8 per cent of GDP.

Aditi Nayar, Chief
Economist and Head -
Research and Outreach, Icra,
said the government was able
to restrict its FY2023 fiscal

deficit at Rs 17.3 lakh crore, a
shade below the FY2023 RE,
with higher than estimated
revenue receipts and a small
undershooting in revenue
expenditure, offsetting the dis-
investment miss and a health-
ier than expected capex.

“In FY2023, the govern-
ment’s net tax revenues report-
ed a healthy growth of 15.2 per
cent, amidst a 17.8 per cent
contraction in non-tax rev-
enues, 7.8 per cent increase in
revenue expenditure, and a
robust 24.2 per cent expansion
in capex,” she said.
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Indian IT companies revenue
growth will slow down fur-

ther to mid-single digits amid
intensifying headwinds for the
nearly USD 250 billion dollar
sector, domestic rating agency
Icra said on Wednesday.

The continuing uncertain-
ties are set to take their toll on
hiring, and companies are
expected to keep employee
addition at “low levels” in the
near term, the rating agency
said, adding that the net addi-
tion is negative in the last two-
quarters of FY23.

As per industry lobby
grouping Nasscom’s report
published in March, the sector’s
growth slowed down to 8.4 per
cent in FY23 from over 15 per
cent in the previous fiscal. 

“Despite a strong order
book and deal pipelines of
Indian IT services companies,
Icra expects the revenue growth
to remain subdued in mid-sin-
gle digits in USD terms in
FY2024,” the agency said.

It has maintained its stable
outlook for companies in the
sector, which is generally
known to have the best quali-
ty on leverage positions. 

The agency said the growth
momentum witnessed a slow-
down in the last two quarters
due to macroeconomic head-
winds in the US and Europe,
which together account for up
to 90 per cent of the industry’s

revenues.
On a sectoral basis, growth

from the banking, financial
services and insurance seg-
ment, which contributes near-
ly a third of the overall rev-
enues, tapered more than other
segments because of the crisis
in American banks, it said.

There are delays in deci-
sion-making by customers, as
visible from the slowdown in
the conversion of deals to rev-
enues to some extent, it added. 

On the profitability front,
Icra said companies in its sam-
ple set witnessed a 1.90 per cent
narrowing in the operating
profit margins to 22.9 per cent
in FY23 and added that it
expects the number to remain
steady despite the slowdown in
revenue growth.

From an employee addi-
tion perspective, the top five
companies in the sector added
83,906 people in FY23 com-
pared to 2.73 lakh in FY22.

Hiring will “remain at low
levels in the near term till the
macroeconomic uncertainty
continues”, the agency added.
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The production growth of
eight key infrastructure

sectors slowed down to a six-
month low of 3.5 per cent in
April 2023 due to a decline in
the output of crude oil, natur-
al gas, refinery products and
electricity.

The core sector growth
was 9.5 per cent in April 2022
while in March 2023 the key
infra sectors recorded a growth
rate of 3.6 per cent. The growth
rate in April 2023 is the lowest
since October 2022 when the
sectors expanded by 0.7 per
cent. 

Coal production growth
declined to 9 per cent in April
this year, according to the offi-
cial data released on
Wednesday. 

Fertiliser production
soared by 23.5 per cent, steel by
12.1 per cent and cement out-
put by 11.6 per cent in April,
the data showed.
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About 40-50 foreign direct
investment (FDI)proposals

from countries sharing land
border with India under the
provisions of Press Note 3 are
pending for approval with the
government, official sources
said.

Under Press Note 3, the
government has made its prior
approval mandatory for foreign
investments from countries
that share land border with
India. These countries are
China, Bangladesh, Pakistan,
Bhutan, Nepal, Myanmar and
Afghanistan.

As per that decision, FDI
proposals from these coun-
tries need government approval
for investments in India in
any sector.

“About 40-50 proposals are
pending with the commerce
and industry ministry as they
require security and political
clearances,” one of the sources
said.

Sources added that there
is no consideration at present
to ease norms under this press
note.

“FDI is not totally banned
from these countries. It is just
that they (investors from these
countries) have to follow the
government approval route
and of course that takes times,”
a source said.

The government has a
commitment to clear these
proposals in three months
time, but it takes about seven
months.

As per industry sources,
MG Motor, a British brand
owned by China’s largest
automaker SAIC Motor Corp,
has been awaiting government
approval for around two years
now to raise funds from its par-
ent.
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Benchmark stock indices
Sensex and Nifty cut short

their four-day gaining streak
and closed lower by half a per
cent on Wednesday due to
profit-taking in banking, ener-
gy and metal stocks amid weak
trends in global markets.

Snapping its four-day rally,
the 30-share BSE Sensex fell
346.89 points or 0.55 per cent
to settle at 62,622.24. During
the day, it tumbled 568.11
points or 0.90 per cent to
62,401.02.

The NSE Nifty declined
99.45 points or 0.53 per cent to
end at 18,534.40.

In the four-day rally to
Tuesday, Sensex advanced by
1,195 points or 2 per cent
while Nifty rose by 348 points
or 2.26 per cent.

“Markets witnessed profit-
taking and shed over half a per
cent, tracking mixed cues. After
the initial downtick, the Nifty
index traded with a negative
bias for most of the session
however a marginal rebound in
the final hours trimmed some
losses,” said Ajit Mishra, SVP -
Technical Research, Religare
Broking Ltd.

Global headwinds, espe-
cially from the US markets, are
causing intermediate volatility
however the positional up
trend is still intact, Mishra

said.
From the Sensex pack, Axis

Bank, State Bank of India,
Reliance Industries, HDFC,
HDFC Bank, NTPC, Tata Steel
and UltraTech Cement were
the major laggards on
Wednesday.

Bharti Airtel, Tech
Mahindra, Asian Paints, Sun
Pharma, Tata Motors and
Kotak Mahindra Bank were
among the gainers.

“As indicated by multiple
economic data points, the
Indian economy is presently
experiencing a robust recovery,
leading to an upward trend in
domestic equity markets.
However, the rally is being
hindered at times due to neg-
ative signals from global peers,
as observed today.

“Concerns about a reces-
sion and potential interest rate
hikes in western markets are
impacting the domestic market
but it is nevertheless main-
taining the outperformance,”
said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services.
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Olympic sports bodies
were meeting
Wednesday amid ongo-

ing uncertainty about if and
how Russian athletes could
return to their competitions
ahead of the 2024 Paris Games.

The annual meeting of the
Association of Summer
Olympic International
Federations (ASOIF) comes
more than two months after the
IOC detailed advice on how
individual athletes from Russia
and its military ally Belarus
could be reintegrated as neutral
athletes, despite those coun-
tries’ ongoing war on Ukraine.

Exactly how that neutrali-
ty is being defined is not very
much clearer now as key qual-
ification events start for the
Olympics that open in July next
year. 

The International Olympic
Committee in March advised
that some Russians and
Belarusians could return in
individual events but not team
sports, if they had not actively
supported the war in Ukraine,

and are not contracted to “mil-
itary or national security agen-
cies.” 

The IOC also suggested
ASOIF and the winter sports
umbrella group, AIOWF, could
oversee “creating a single inde-
pendent panel” to run and
“harmonize” the neutral status
evaluations of hundreds of ath-
letes, coaches and support staff.

That has not happened
and there was no move
Wednesday on the ASOIF
agenda in the IOC’s home city
of Lausanne toward taking on
that complex responsibility.

IOC president Thomas
Bach told leaders of governing
bodies on the 32-sport Paris
program, who have ultimate
control over their own events,

some had proven how Russian
and Belarusians could contin-
ue to compete.

“You are doing so against
the backdrop of the many tra-
ditional, I may say, naysayers
who want to make people
believe that it would never
work,” Bach said. He did not
speak with reporters when
leaving after his speech.

Bach and the IOC led calls
within days of the invasion of
Ukraine in February of last year
to banish Russia from interna-
tional sport, including to pro-
tect the security of athletes.

As the war continued and
the 2024 Olympics approached,
the IOC and Bach started to
suggest it was discrimination to
exclude all Russians and
Belarusians. If approved to
compete, the IOC said Russian
and Belarusians would not be
allowed to use their flag,
anthem or uniforms in nation-
al colors.

ASOIF officials previously
cautioned “each sport has dif-
ferent realities,” including
where Olympic qualification
events are being hosted and the
influence of Ukraine’s allies in
sports and governments, espe-
cially in Europe.

In gymnastics, a top-tier
Summer Games sport where
Russians excel, a decision on
reintegrating them was pushed
back to at least July. World
championships that are a key
qualifier for Paris start Sept. 30
in Antwerp, Belgium.
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Chri\stopher Nkunku and
Ousmane Dembélé were

recalled Wednesday to France’s
national team.

The two strikers were
included in coach Didier
Deschamps’ squad for upcom-
ing European Championship
qualifiers against Gibraltar and
Greece after missing Les Bleus’
previous games due to injury.

France tops the Group B
standings in qualifying after
back-to-back wins against the
Netherlands and Ireland. The
two-time world champions take
on Gibraltar in Portugal on
June 16, then host Greece three
days later at the Stade de France.

Nkunku, who plays for RB
Leipzig in the Bundesliga, has
been sidelined for months due
to a knee injury while Barcelona’s
Dembele missed a series of
games due to a hamstring prob-
lem.

Deschamps will be without
the injured Paul Pogba and
N’Golo Kanté, with William
Saliba also missing because of a
back injury.

FRANCE SQUAD:
Goalkeepers: Alphonse

Areola (West Ham), Mike
Maignan (AC Milan), Brice
Samba (Lens)

Defenders: Axel Disasi
(Monaco), Wesley Fofana
(Chelsea), Theo Hernandez (AC
Milan), Ibrahima Konaté
(Liverpool), Jules Koundé
(Barcelona), Ferland Mendy
(Real Madrid), Benjamin Pavard
(Bayern Munich), Dayot
Upamecano (Bayern Munich)

Midfielders: Eduardo
Camavinga (Real Madrid),
Youssouf Fofana (Monaco),
Antoine Griezmann (Atlético
Madrid), Adrien Rabiot
(Juventus), Aurélien
Tchouaméni (Real Madrid), 

Forwards: Kingsley Coman
(Bayern Munich), Ousmane
Dembélé (Barcelona), Olivier
Giroud (AC Milan), Randal
Kolo Muani (Eintracht
Frankfurt), Kylian Mbappé
(Paris Saint-Germain),
Christopher Nkunku (RB
Leipzig), Marcus Thuram
(Borussia Mönchengladbach).
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It’s been nearly a decade since
there was this much hype

surrounding the Spanish
Grand Prix.

The last time the Formula
One crowd in Spain had such
high hopes of celebrating a vic-
tory by Fernando Alonso — the
country’s biggest racing idol —
was back in 2013, when the
two-time champion was dri-
ving for Ferrari.

Alonso went on to win that
race in Barcelona, but since
then has never been in a real-
istic position to make it to the
top step of the podium again at
home. That was his last win in
F1 anywhere, and the last by
any Spaniard in the local race.

The 41-year-old Alonso
arrives revitalized with an
Aston Martin team that is one

of the surprises of the season
and has been running near the
top from the start. Alonso has
five podium finishes in six
races so far, and is coming off
a season-best second-place fin-
ish in Monaco last weekend.

“One step higher than any
other podium this year, but
we’re still aiming for one step
(higher) hopefully in the future
races,” Alonso said. “Barcelona
is going to be a celebration. We
have so many Aston Martin
fans in Spain now.”

A record crowd is expect-
ed this weekend to support
Alonso and fellow Spaniard
Carlos Sainz Jr. at the Circuit de
Barcelona-Catalunya. More
than 40,000 tickets were sold in
the first few hours after being
put on sale last year, and more
tickets were made available
again earlier this year. More

than 100,000 people are expect-
ed for Sunday’s race.

Alonso, who won his F1
titles with Renault in 2005-06,
is seeking his 33rd victory in
the series. After coming up
short of the title in 2013, he had
a lackluster 2014 season with
Ferrari and then struggled with
McLaren from 2015-18. He
spent a few seasons away from

F1 before returning with Alpine
in 2021, when he made his only
podium appearance since leav-
ing Ferrari in the race in Qatar.

Alonso, who also won in
Barcelona in 2006, downplayed
expectations ahead of this year’s
Spanish GP despite his good
start to the season, noting that
defending champion Max
Verstappen and Red Bull will
remain the big favorites.

“And we have to see in a
normal circuit, what is the
package of Mercedes and the
upgrades that Ferrari will bring
apparently to Barcelona as well.
So we have to have the feet on
the ground,” Alonso said.

The Spaniard said he does-
n’t want to “disappoint anyone”
by coming into his home race
with too many expectations,
and will not put “any pressure
on my team or myself.”
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French Sports minister
Amelie Oudea-Castera said

Wednesday that Novak
Djokovic’s political message
about Kosovo was “not appro-
priate” and warned the former
top-ranked Serb player that he
should not do it again.

Speaking on TV station
France 2, Oudea-Castera said
French Open director Amelie
Mauresmo spoke with
Djokovic and his entourage to
insist on the principle of “neu-
trality” on the field of play. 

“When it comes to defend-
ing human rights and bringing
people together around univer-
sal values, a sportsperson is free
to do so,” she said. But Oudea-
Castera added that Djokovic’s
message was “militant, very
political” and “must not be
repeated.” 

Djokovic has drawn criti-
cism from Kosovo’s tennis fed-
eration after offering his
thoughts on clashes in north-
ern Kosovo between ethnic
Serbs and police and NATO
peacekeepers.

After a first-round victory
in Paris on Monday, Djokovic
wrote in Serbian on the lens of
a courtside TV camera:
“Kosovo is the heart of Serbia.
Stop the violence.”

Kosovo’s tennis federation
said Tuesday that Djokovic’s
comments were “deplorable”
because he was stoking ten-
sions between Serbia and
Kosovo.

A former province of
Serbia, Kosovo’s 2008 declara-
tion of independence is not rec-
ognized by Belgrade. Ethnic
Albanians make up most of the
population, but Kosovo has a
restive Serb minority in the
north of the country bordering
Serbia.

Djokovic, who has won 22
Grand Slam titles, is scheduled
to play in the second round at
Roland Garros on Wednesday.

Speaking to reporters in
Serbian, Djokovic said Monday
that he thought what he wrote
on the TV camera was “the
least I could do. I feel respon-
sibility as a public figure ... as
well as a son of a man who was
born in Kosovo.”

Without mentioning
Djokovic by name, French

Open organizers indicated in a
statement issued Tuesday that
no rules had been broken, say-
ing: “Occasionally, discussions
about international news events
enter the realm of the tourna-
ment, which is understand-
able.”
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The US men’s soccer team
will play exhibitions against

Germany and Ghana in
October.

No. 14 Germany will play
the 13th-ranked US on
October 14 at Rentschler Field
in East Hartford, Connecticut,
and No. 60 Ghana will face the
Americans three days later at
Geodis Park in Nashville,
Tennessee, the US Soccer
Federation said on Tuesday.

The US has an automatic
berth for the 2026 World Cup
as co-host and Germany has an
automatic spot in the 2024
European Championship,
which it is hosting.
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With an eye on next year’s
Paris Olympics, top

Indian surfers will vie for top
honours in the three-day
Indian Open at the Sasihithlu
beach beginning here on
Thursday.

Organised by the Surfing
Federation of India, the fourth
edition of the meet assumes
significance as the sport marks
its debut at the Paris Olympics
next year.

A four-member team
based on their last year’s rank-
ings is currently competing at
the Olympic qualifying World
Surfing Games in El Salvador. 

The others will compete
here in a field of 70 with an eye
to make the cut for upcoming
International meets in the lead
up to Paris 2024.

Some of the top names
who would be in action include
Sathish Sarvanan, Ruban V,

Srikanth D, Surya P,
Sanjaikumar S, Manikandan
Desappan and Nithishvarun
T, a stated a press release.

This edition will also
include teen sensation Kishore
Kumar in the Male Groms
category.

Competition will be held in
four categories — Male Open,
Male Groms (U-16), Female
Open and Female Groms (U-
16). 

Shrishti Selvam, Sinchana
D Gowda and Sugar Shanti
Banarse are some of the top
women surfers who will be
vying for top honours.
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Maharashtra’s Veer Chotrani
and teen sensation Anahat

Singh of Delhi bagged the men’s
and women’s singles titles
respectively in the sixth NSCI
Open National Circuit squash
tournament, here on
Wednesday.

Chotrani defeated second
seed Suraj Chand 11-9, 11-8, 11-
6 in a one-sided final, while
Anahat downed top seed
Urwashi 11-7, 11-8, 11-3 with-
out breaking a sweat to emerge
senior champions.

At 14, Anahat had become
India’s youngest Commonwealth
Games 2022 participant in
Birmingham.

Chotrani applied a lot of
pressure on the defensive game
of Suraj, who in return attempt-
ed to engage his opponent in
long rallies.

However, Chotrani man-
aged to come out on top on
every time and maintained his
lead to seal the issue.

Chotrani does not partici-
pate in national level competi-
tions and is thus ranked No 16
in the country.
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Armed with the boyish
charm and marketability of

David Beckham and the skills
and playfulness of Paul
Gascoigne, Jack Grealish has a
potent mix that has seen him
quickly emerge as the face of
English soccer.

Now that he is starting to
add trophies to his growing list
of endorsement deals that
already include Gucci and
Puma, the possibilities appear
endless for the Manchester
City winger who is the most
expensive English soccer play-
er of all time.

Grealish — he of the
bulging calf muscles and swept-
back hair — was already hot
property in the English game

before a 2021 move from Aston
Villa to City for 100 million
pounds (then $139 million)
that took his appeal to a new
level.

Nearing the end of his sec-
ond season at City, the 27-year-
old Grealish has finally estab-
lished himself as a key part of
a Premier League-winning
team that is seeking to clinch
the second leg of a treble of
major titles this season by
beating Manchester United in
the FA Cup final on Saturday.

He is far more than a soc-
cer player these days, though.

“People like Jack Grealish
are the new sports lifestyle
icons,” Alan Seymour, a sports
academic and author in busi-
ness and marketing, told The
Associated Press. “As he’s

matured and got more attuned
to what is required of him as a
footballer, on the field and off
the field, it’s why he is right up
there with the very best sports
personalities for marketability,
not only in football but away
from football.”

Elements of the wild-child

image that shadowed him in
the early years of his career
remain.

At the height of the lock-
down amid the pandemic,
Grealish was found slurring his
words after crashing his car in
a residential estate and was later
banned from driving for nine

months. Then there were those
images of him playing a promi-
nent role in City’s Premier
League title celebrations last
year, when he was seen swig-
ging a beer and — bleary-eyed
and with a croaky voice — aim-
ing a dig at Newcastle midfield-
er Miguel Almiron that gained
plenty of air time.

Grealish unashamedly
accepts that’s who he is. He
recently said he might have
been a nightclub promoter if he
wasn’t a soccer player and that
he’d always be prone to the kind
of excesses that mean he
embodies the spirit of a regu-
lar soccer fan.

But the loveable, charming
part of Grealish’s personality is
inescapable. It shines through
in every interview he does —

he pinches himself that he is a
soccer professional, playing
against the likes of Real Madrid
in the Champions League —
and in his public friendship
with a young City fan named
Finley, who has cerebral palsy.
He’s a popular member of the
City squad, striking up a par-
ticularly close relationship with
superstar striker Erling
Haaland off the field.

“I feel so much more con-
fident in this team,” said
Grealish, who was left out of
many of City’s big games last
season while he adapted to the
demands of manager Pep
Guardiola. “I feel fitter and
back to what I know, what I
can do. This is why City
bought me and I have so
much to offer.”
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French Open debutant
Peyton Stearns produced

the biggest win of her career
by defeating former cham-
pion Jelena Ostapenko to
reach the third round at
Roland Garros on
Wednesday.

Stearns, a former play-
er at the University of Texas,
only turned professional in
June last year.

Ostapenko won the
2017 French Open but has
since failed to advance past
the 3rd round. The 17th-
seeded Latvian dropped her
serve five times against
Stearns and hit 28 unforced
errors in her 6-3, 1-6, 6-2
loss.

The 21-year-old Stearns
has been climbing the WTA
rankings and entered the
French Open at No. 69 on
the back of an encouraging
clay-court campaign.

Third-seeded Jessica
Pegula also advanced after
Camila Giorgi retired due to
injury. The American led 6-
2 when her Italian rival
threw in the towel. 

Only hours after hus-
band Gael Monfils won a
five-set thriller in Tuesday
night’s session, Elina
Svitolina rallied past quali-
fier Storm Hunter 2-6, 6-3,
6-1.

In the men’s bracket,
former runner-up Stefanos
Tsitsipas ousted Roberto
Carballes Baena 6-3, 7-6 (4),
6-2. The fifth-seeded Greek
was a bit slow to find his
range and was made to
work hard for two sets but
rolled on after he won the
tiebreaker. 
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Five-time world champion
Magnus Carlsen feels it is

only a matter of time before
India becomes a leading
chess nation, saying the
country is “doing a lot of
right things”.

Carlsen who is the cur-
rent world rapid chess cham-
pion, is widely regarded as
the best player of the current
generation.

While Indian chess play-
ers have done extremely well
in global circuit in recent
years, the country also suc-
cessfully hosted the Chess
Olympiad last year.

“I think India is doing a
lot of right things so far, and
it is a matter of time before
it is clearly the leading chess
nation in the world,” Carlsen
was quoted as saying in a
press release.

The Norwegian
Grandmaster is one of the
icon players for the inaugur-
al Global Chess League,
which is the world’s first
and largest official franchise
league of its kind, with chess
players from all over the
world competing in a unique
joint team format.

The GCL is a joint ven-
ture between Tech Mahindra
and the international chess
federation (FIDE), which
will witness six teams com-
peting in a minimum of 10
matches each in a double
round-robin, rapid format
from June 21 to July 2 in
Dubai.

“It is an exciting prospect
for me to be a part of.  This
will be something new.
Something that has not been
done this way in over-the-
board chess. I am looking
forward to exploring this
format for future.”

The league will see each
of the six franchises play a
total of 10 matches in a dou-
ble round-robin format, with
the winner of each match
being decided in a best-of-six
board scoring system played
simultaneously. 
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When Barcelona midfield-
er Aitana Bonmatí was

the only girl playing on her vil-
lage’s soccer team, she quickly
learned that she would have to
fight for the game she loved.

That character-forging
experience has helped the 25-
year-old Bonmatí lead her team
to a fourth Women’s
Champions League final in
five years. On Saturday, the
Spanish club will face German
team Wolfsburg in Eindhoven
for the title.

Back in her younger days,
her opponents weren’t the
source of trouble. It was her
own teammates.

“I was the only girl and I
remember having lots of fights.
The boys had a hard time
accepting that a girl could play
soccer,” Bonmatí told The
Associated Press recently in an
interview at the stadium where
Barcelona’s women play most
of their games. “It was like I
can’t step on a girl,’ or ‘How can
a girl play ahead of me?’

“But I don’t blame those
boys, it was an issue of educa-
tion and society as a whole,” she

said about her childhood in
Sant Pere de Ribes, a village just
south of Barcelona where
Bonmatí grew up watching
Lionel Messi and his team-
mates dominate men’s
European soccer on TV. 

“I think those years helped
me grow as a person, forging
my character, and as a player.
I believe they made me a more
physical player, and the inten-
sity I play with I got from that
time.”

Bonmatí is hoping
Barcelona will win its second
European Cup, and, if all goes
well and a group conflict with

Spain’s coach can be resolved,
play at her second Women’s
World Cup this year.

Bonmatí has been a key
part of Barcelona becoming the
dominant team in Spain, where
it has won four league titles in
a row, and is now a regular
finalist in Europe’s elite club
tournament.

Slick with the ball, possess-
ing great vision and quick with
her feet, her dribbling and
passes for teammates are crit-
ical to Barcelona’s possession-
based attack. Bonmatí is proud
that her style of play is pure
“Made in Barcelona.”

This season, Bonmatí tops
the Champions League with
seven assists and is tied with six
other players with five goals,
second only to Wolfsburg for-
ward Ewa Pajor with eight.

“When I was young, I did-
n’t have women players to look
to as references. So my refer-
ences were 100% masculine:
Xavi Hernández and Andrés
Iniesta,” she said. “At the end,
a Barcelona midfielder knows
how to manage each second of
the match, when to push the
pace, when to hold the ball to
let the team regroup.”

Bonmatí also knows what
it is like to lose two Champions
League finals — both to Lyon.
The French club beat Barcelona
in the 2019 final and in last
year’s final when Lyon scored
three times in the first half for
a 3-1 victory.

“It is important not to con-
cede early (Saturday) so those
phantoms of the past don’t
reappear,” she said. “(But) it is
very important to know how to
handle those moments when
the rival scores. Even if things
are not going our way, we have
to know how to keep our heads
in the game.”
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The International Cricket
Council (ICC) chairman
and CEO are in Lahore to

seek guarantees from the PCB
that it will not push for imple-
menting a hybrid model for its
matches in the ODI World Cup
in India later this year.

Insiders confirmed to PTI
that ICC chairman Greg Barclay
and CEO Geoff Allardice have
specifically come to Lahore to
get some assurances from the
Pakistan Cricket Board on the
national team’s participation in
the World Cup in October-
November.

The development comes
after PCB chief Najam Sethi
made it clear that the team will
not travel for the World Cup in
India if the Rohit Sharma led
side doesn’t visit Pakistan for the
preceding Asia Cup. 

“The ICC and World Cup
hosts, the Board of Control for
Cricket in India (BCCI) are
concerned with the hybrid

model being pushed by Najam
Sethi who heads the cricket
management committee of the
PCB.

“Although the hybrid model
has been suggested by Sethi for
the Asia Cup which precedes the
ICC event, the concern remains

that once accepted for the regio-
nal event the PCB might also
then ask the ICC to implement
it for the World Cup when it
comes to Pakistan playing in
India,” he explained.

Sethi has already indicated
that if the Pakistan government

doesn’t give clearance or has
security concerns about sending
the team to India, PCB could ask
the ICC to hold Pakistan’s
matches at a neutral venue.

“Naturally neither the ICC
nor the BCCI want such a situ-
ation since Pakistan’s unequiv-

ocal participation in matches in
India would guarantee the suc-
cess of Indo-Pakistan matches
and also the tournament itself.”

Another source said this was
the primary reason why BCCI
secretary Jay Shah was still
reluctant to accept the hybrid
model for the Asia Cup and sup-
port having three or four match-
es of the tournament in Pakistan
and the remaining games in
UAE or Sri Lanka.

Pakistan are the hosts of the
Asia Cup and Sethi has said
repeatedly that if the tournament
is moved to one neutral coun-
try from Pakistan, it will not take
part in the competition.

He has also hinted that if
Pakistan didn’t get to host some
Asia Cup matches it could have
an adverse bearing on the World
Cup as well.

“The ICC officials are try-
ing to work as a bridge between
the PCB and BCCI and resolve
the outstanding issues pertain-
ing to the Asia Cup and World
Cup.”
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The Indian cricket team is focussing on build-
ing workload for the bowlers, who had an

extensive run in the IPL, ahead of the World Test
Championship final against Australia starting on
June 7 at The Oval.

In the bowling department, while the likes of
Mohammed Siraj, Shardul Thakur, Axar Patel,
Jaydev Unadkat and Umesh Yadav were part of
the first batch to travel to England, pace spear-
head Mohammed Shami’s departure was delayed
as the IPL final in Ahmedabad last Sunday was
moved to the reserve day after incessant rain.

The middle-order mainstay Virat Kohli was
also among the players who left in the first batch
along with the Rahul Dravid-led coaching staff.
Kohli joined the camp on Monday along with
Cheteshwar Pujara, who linked up with the squad
in England as he was busy playing County
Championship for Sussex.

The Indian team is expected to have a few
practice sessions at the Arundel Castle Cricket
Club in Sussex ahead of the big final.

“The preparation has been good so far. The
initial bit was to ease into the practice session but
the last two sessions have been pretty happy — I
think we pushed them a little bit. Just adding a
little bit of workload for the bowlers, just kind of
preparing them for the Test match,” said India’s
bowling coach Paras Mhambrey in a video
released by the BCCI.

“(We are) happy with the conditions, I think
it is a lovely ground, (it is) kind of what you can

expect. The weather is holding up, it has been
sunny, a little windy, a little chill but something
that we have to get used to (when) playing in
England,” he said.

India’s fielding coach T Dilip said the focus
will be on close-in catching since the running part
of the fitness drill was covered in the IPL.

“The players have been coming from an IPL
so a key thing for us to take care of was the work-
load, how much they have run, how much they
have taken care. 

“What we understood and got out of that is
things (like) ground fielding have been covered
in the IPL, so the focus here was more on the vol-
ume of catching, especially when you are talking
about close-in catching, the  slip catching and the
flat catches. These are the catches that we tend to
increase the volume (of),” he said.

Mhambrey said while the bowlers will get
some rest in days leading up to the WTC final,
the group is determined to extract the maximum
benefits from the training sessions. 
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Chennai Super Kings captain
Mahendra Singh Dhoni will

be seeking expert opinion from
sports orthopedics in Mumbai
on the state of his dodgy left
knee before taking a call on his
treatment, CEO Kasi Viswana-
than said on Wednesday.

Dhoni had played the entire
IPL season with a heavily
strapped left knee and although
he looked absolutely okay while
keeping, more often than not
batted as late as No.8 and didn’t
look swift while running
between the wickets.

“Yes, it is true that Dhoni
will be taking medical advice for
his left knee injury and accord-
ingly decide. If surgery is
advised, it can only be ascer-
tained after reports come out, it
will be completely his call,”
Viswanathan told PTI.

Is there a possibility that
Dhoni will decide against play-
ing next season and thus free up
a purse of Rs 15 crore for the
mini auction, the CEO replied:
“Frankly, we are not even think-
ing on those lines as we haven’t
reached that stage. 

“It will be completely
Dhoni’s call. But I can tell you in
CSK, we haven’t entertained
those thoughts,” Viswanathan
said.

Asked if CSK supremo N
Srinivasan addressed the players
after the fifth IPL Trophy and if
celebrations were in the offing.

“He is very happy but there
were no celebrations. The play-
ers dispersed for their respective
destinations from Ahmedabad
only. Also if you have seen
CSK, we are never big on cele-
brations,” the veteran official
said.

Asked if the fifth IPL title
feels the sweetest, considering
the spate of injuries to its top
players, Viswanathan said: “It’s
all about team spirit and every
player knowing his role which is
very well defined in our set up. 

“Even a player of Ben Stokes’
stature despite his nature was
brilliant around the group and
the youngsters looked upto to
him. This has been possible
because of our captain.”

What has been CSK’s hall-
mark over the years which
enabled them to reach final in 11
of the 14 editions that they have
been a part of?

“I have been associated with
CSK from season 1 and we have
never deviated from our process.
The key has been to keep things
simple and explain every play-
er what is expected of them. In
our franchise, the skipper keeps
everything uncomplicated,”
Viswanathan said. 

CSK were barred from the
league for two editions.
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India’s Kiran George scripted a
stunning straight-game win

over world number 9 Shi Yuqi
of China but double Olympic
medallist PV Sindhu made an
opening round exit from the
Thailand Open Super 500 tour-
nament here on Wednesday.

Ashmita Chaliha and Saina
Nehwal also made winning
starts to their campaign in
women’s singles, while Lakshya
Sen and world number 4 pair of
Satwiksairaj Rankireddy and
Chirag Shetty also progressed to
the pre-quarterfinals.

On a day when Kidambi
Srikanth and B Sai Praneeth also
failed to cross the opening hur-
dle, 2022 Odisha Open winner
Kiran, a product of the Prakash
Padukone academy, notched up
a 21-18 22-20 win over third
seed Shi Yu Qi, who is a 2018
world championships silver
medallist. Kiran will take on
China’s Weng Hong Yang next.

His academy mate Lakshya
also dug deep to eke out a
hard-fought 21-23 21-15 21-15
win over Chinese Taipei’s Wang
Tzu Wei. He is likely to square
off against All England champi-
on Li Shi Feng of China.

Commonwealth Games
champion and top seeds Satwik
and Chirag too had to work hard
to outwit the Danish combina-
tion of Rasmus Kjaer and
Frederik Sogaard 21-13 18-21
21-17 in a thrilling match.

A former world champion,
Sindhu, however, faltered in the
opening round, going down
fighting 8-21 21-18 18-21 to
Canada’s Michelle Li in 62-
minute match. In other match-
es, Ashmita, who came through
the qualifiers, beat compatriot
Malvika Bansod 17-21 14-21,
while London Olympics bronze
medallist Saina defeated Canada’s
Wen Yu Zhang 21-13 21-7.
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Australia pacer Josh Hazle-
wood has spoken highly of

Royal Challengers Bangalore
teammates Virat Kohli and
Mohammed Siraj ahead of the
World Test Championship final
against India at The Oval start-
ing June 7.

Hazlewood, who has been
battling with multiple injuries
over the last six months, had to
cut short his IPL stint with a side
issue. However, he feels he is not
far from bowling full tilt as
Australia gear up for the big
final.

Talking about Kohli, whose
wicket he will be targeting at The
Oval, Hazlewood said the Indian
superstar’s work ethic makes
him the player that he is.

“I think it’s probably how
hard he works (that stands out).
His fitness first of all - and then
his skill work and batting and
fielding in particular.

“He is always out there
(training) first and leaves last …
and the intensity he trains at all
the time is at such a high level
it drags everyone else along for
the ride. That can leak on to the
other players and improve them
as well,” Hazlewood told the
ICC.

On RCB’s leading wicket
taker Siraj, who is expected to
play a big part in the WTC final,
Hazlwood said: “I was a bit late
getting there (to RCB this year),

but before then he was on fire.
“He is up there at the top of

the wickets every time, and the
economy rate was probably the
thing as bowling at Chinna-
swamy (RCB’s home ground) is
impossible sometimes and he
was going at six or six-and-a-half
an over. His control was great
and he is bowling well.”

‘CLOSE TO BOWLING
FULL PACE: The Australian
cricket team has been training in
Formby in England ahead of the
WTC final. Hazlewood trained
with the team on Monday and
said he is feeling good going into

the big game.
“My fitness is pretty good

and it is just a matter of ticking
off every session from here
until that date (June 7) basical-
ly. “We will probably have any-
where from three to four more
sessions - bat versus ball and
then a couple of longer days in
the nets as well or centre wick-
et down in London — so it is just
ticking off those last few boxes
and pulling up well from every
session,” he said.

“It was pretty close (to full
pace today). I came down for a
little bowl yesterday just to

loosen up and to get a bit more
out of today’s session, so it is feel-
ing good. It is always good to get
the first one out of the way and
when we get to London we will
steam in,” he added.

Hazlewood could feature
in only three games in the IPL
before his injury flared up.

“In T20 you are bowling a
lot of various different balls
every over.  A wide yorker, to a
bouncer, to a slower ball and it
probably got jammed up a little
bit and a bit of scar tissue from
previous injuries flared up. 

“It calmed down pretty
quickly, I had a week off but I
didn’t quite get back to going 100
percent at IPL. But the last few
bowls have been good and I have
been building up nicely,” he
said.

Having played as many as
15 Tests against India,
Hazlewood is looking forward to
the challenge of playing the
Asian giants at a neutral venue.

“It is a strange stat that as I
think I have just played a lot of
cricket against them. What is
going to be interesting is play-
ing them here in England. 

“It is going to be interesting
for both teams how they go
about it and how different it is
to playing them in Australia or
in India as typically you only
play them there,” he said. 

“That is the exciting thing
about it and everyone is looking
forward to next week,” he added.
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Australia’s batting mainstay
Steve Smith is expecting

batting friendly conditions at the
The Oval for the World Test
Championship final but feels
they could face India like con-
ditions as the game goes on.

The venue offers one of the
best batting conditions in the
UK with true pace and bounce.
India are expected to play their
frontline spinners R Ashwin
and Ravindra Jadeja in their bid
to make the most of the condi-
tions. “The Oval can present
itself with some spin occasion-
ally particularly as the game
wears on so we could face some
sort of similarities to what we
had in India at certain stages of
the game. 

“But The Oval is a wonder-
ful place to play cricket in.
Lightening fast outfield, the
square goes whole way across
the ground so it is a nice place
to bat when you get in and has

some decent pace and bounce
for an English surface. Should be
an absolute cracker,” Smith told
cricket.com.au ahead of the
final beginning June 7.

Australia recently lost the
Test series in India 1-2 though
their spin play improved as the
series progressed. Smith was the
captain when the team won the
third Test in Indore.

“The WTC is a great initia-
tive. It gives every game we play
a lot of relevance and for us to
have qualified on top and face
India in the final is incredibly
exciting. It is going to be India
and us at the Oval. 

“I am sure there will be
plenty of fans out there, proba-
bly more Indian than Australian
but I am sure it is going to be
great fun and guys are looking
forward to it,” he said. 

Smith is among the Austra-
lian batters who played county
cricket in England as part of the
preparations for the WTC final
and subsequent Ashes.
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England captain Ben Stokes
eased concerns about his

ability to bowl in the upcoming
Ashes series because of long-
standing knee issues and said
Wednesday he is planning to
play every test this summer.

“Unless I can’t walk, I’ll be
on the field,” Stokes said with a
smile the day before England
begins its one-off test against
Ireland, which serves as a
warmup for the five-match
Ashes series against Australia.

After having knee issues
during the tour of New Zealand
in February, Stokes played only
twice for Chennai Super Kings
in the recently-finished Indian
Premier League, sending down
just one over for 18 runs.

However, the 31-year-old
Stokes said his knee is much bet-
ter than it was in New Zealand
and he will take his place in the
England team as an allrounder
against Ireland at Lord’s and then
Australia.

“What I have done is I have
got myself in a position where
I’m not able to look back and
regret or say I’ve not given
myself the best opportunity to
play a full role with the ball this
summer,” Stokes said.

“I’ve worked incredibly hard
with the medical team in
Chennai, liaising with the ECB

guys. I have got myself into a
place where I feel like back at
2019, 2020 space in terms of my
own body and fitness and every-
thing like that.”

Pushed about the exact
nature of his knee problem,
Stokes said: “We know what it is
and it’s about managing it.”

“It’s managing it with work-
load,” he added, “and working it
with the med team just to get
through it.”

England has already named
its team for the Ireland test, with
seamer Josh Tongue making
his debut while fast bowlers
James Anderson and Ollie
Robinson are rested. Ireland
has lost all six of its matches
since gaining test status in 2017.
That includes a defeat against
England at Lord’s in 2019.

Captain Andrew Balbirnie
has said beating England would
be “the biggest moment in Irish
cricket history.”
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Former India selector Saran-
deep Singh says picking KS

Bharat over Ishan Kishan as the
wicketkeeper for the World Test
Championship final against Aus-
tralia is a no brainer and he
would also choose Umesh Yadav
over Shardul Thakur in the
playing eleven.

In the absence of the injured
Rishabh Pant, Kishan, who is yet
to play Test cricket, can provide
the x-factor but Sarandeep feels
Bharat walks into the eleven as
the frontline wicketkeeper.

“KS Bharat for sure. He is a
proper Test match wicketkeep-
er and we saw that against
Australia at home, he kept
superbly. He has been around for
a while and he should get the

opportunity,” Sarandeep told
PTI on Wednesday. The WTC
final will be played at the Oval
in London from June 7. The for-
mer India spinner said Kishan’s
time will come.

“Ishan is an opener. I am not
saying he is not capable of play-
ing Tests. He is one for the future
but he opens in limited overs
cricket. Things will be different
at number six.  “Yes he goes hard
from ball one, which can be
counter productive in England,
but Bharat can also bat well and
play shots also,” he reasoned.

‘Umesh’s extra pace and old
ball skills will come handy’:
Mohammed Shami and
Mohammed Siraj, who were
breathing fire in the recently-
concluded IPL, will share the
workload in the pace depart-

ment and the Indian team will
need to choose between Umesh
Yadav and Shardul Thakur as the
third fast bowling option.

“I am picking Umesh ahead
of Shardul because he has that
extra pace and he can reverse the
old ball, he can be very helpful
on that Oval track,” said
Sarandeep.

“All of India’s batters are in
good form going into the one off
game and that bodes well for the
team,” he said.

“I don’t see any concerns
with regards to batting or bowl-
ing going into the final. All of
them are in form. 

“Yes, the conditions will be
challenging in England as always
and they will be shifting to Test
mode from T20s. The weather
can change on a daily basis and
India will have to adapt.

“Facing bowlers like Starc,
Cummins and Hazlewood is a
huge challenge but we have a
world class batting attack. 

“Shubman is the only one
who has not played a lot in
England but he is in the form of
his life and should do great
things there,” said the 43-year-
old, who was part of the selec-
tion panel when India won the
historic series in Australia in
2021.”
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Former captain Sunil Gavaskar on
Wednesday reckoned Cheteshwar

Pujara could provide valuable insights to
his Indian teammates ahead of the
World Test Championship final against
Australia, having played extensively in the
English County Championship.

With Pujara’s knowledge and cap-
taincy experience (at Sussex), his inputs
could prove invaluable, especially against
Australian batter Steve Smith, who is also
a part of his county side.

The WTC final is scheduled to be
held at the Oval in London from June 7-
11.

“The fact that he is been around will
mean that he will have also seen how the
pitch has been behaving at The Oval. 

“He might not have played at The
Oval, he might be in Sussex not too far
away from London but he will have kept
an eye on what is happening and his
inputs will be invaluable as far as the bat-

ting unit is concerned or even as far as
the captaincy is concerned,” Gavaskar told
Star Sports.

“He will have the captains here as far
as the Oval pitch is concerned and don’t
forget he has also been captaining the
team, so he definitely will have worked
out quite a few strategies seeing that Steve
Smith, the Australian is his teammate at
the moment.” 

Gavaskar also said the Indian batters,
coming off the IPL, will have to adjust
their bat speed ahead of the WTC final,
and advised them to play as late as pos-
sible.

“I think they are going to look at their
bat speed. Coming from T20 where the
bat speed is very fast to Test cricket where
the bat speeds got to be a lot more con-
trol, that is something they’ll need to do,”
Gavaskar told Star Sports. 

He also emphasized the need for bat-
ters to play as late as possible in English
conditions, allowing for swing and avoid-
ing the mistake of reaching out for the

ball. 
“They’ll need to play in England as

late as possible to allow for the swing to
do it’s bit, not to reach out for the ball
which often a lot of people make the mis-
take having played on good pitches. 

“Wherever you play on good pitch-
es, you tend to play through the line, not
necessarily half volleys, but in England
those deliveries can move just that little
bit. So, I think those are the things that
as a batter you need to watch out for.” 

He asked the bowlers to bowl fuller
length deliveries to allow the Dukes ball
to swing. 

“As a bowling unit also you’ll need
to bowl a much fuller length for your new
ball, for the bowlers to be able to get the
movement in the air as well as after pitch-
ing.”

Gavaskar highlighted the challenges
India would face playing in English con-
ditions.

“I think the English conditions are
challenging because firstly we are used to
play with the sun on our backs. When
you are playing in England, often you are
playing in conditions where there is no
sun, it’s a little overcast, the weather is a
little bit cooler, so you sometimes wear
a jumper.

“That’s something that you know, the
Indian player, West Indian players and Sri
Lankan players are not really used to so
that can be just a little bit of a dampen-
er, little sort of light but you just feel lit-
tle bit encumbered by that. 
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